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ABSTRACT
Climate change has already led to an increase in the frequency and intensity of storm
events in many parts of the world. With further increases predicted, and growing
evidence of the link between extreme precipitation and waterborne disease, it is
important to elucidate the role of sediments in pathogen transmission. Intense rainfall
can trigger discharges from combined sewer overflows, increase surface and
subsurface faecal inputs and can re-suspend microorganisms already present in
sediments. Previous research has shown that sediments can act as environmental
reservoirs of numerous waterborne pathogens, including enteric viruses and
antibiotic resistant bacteria. Sediments are therefore a growing public health concern
and are an increasing focus of human health protection strategies. However, further
research is needed in order to elucidate the behaviour of microorganisms within
these matrices. Routine monitoring for pathogens within sediments has not to date
been considered feasible in many parts of the world and although low-cost microbial
tools to detect faecal pollution of human origin, such as those that detect phages
infecting Bacteroides fragilis (GB-124), have shown promise in many situations,
they have seldom been applied to sediment matrices. Sediments might offer a more
sensitive and longer-term assessment of contamination sources and hazards to health,
compared with analysis of overlying waters from the same location. This study
therefore sought to determine an effective elution method to extract GB-124 phages
from sediments and to use it in an intensive six month investigation of the River
(Ouse) catchment in Southeast England. The results (ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey)
revealed that a low-cost elution method, involving 10% beef extract, provided the
most effective means of recovering GB-124 phage from a range of river sediments
(66% recovery). GB124 phages were subsequently enumerated in sediment and
overlying water collected from 25 sites across the study catchment, along with
somatic coliphage (SC), faecal coliforms (FC), and intestinal enterococci (IE).
Physicochemical data were also collected. Analyses revealed evidence of faecal
contamination at all sites, and human contamination at 13 of the 25 sites. Whilst
levels of microorganism in the water and sediment were significantly correlated:
GB-124 (p= 0.015); SC (p= 0.000); FC (p= 0.018); and IE (p= 0.038), importantly
GB-124, SC, FC and IE (p= 0.00) were detected at significantly higher levels
(Mann-Whitney) in the sediment samples. Significant correlations (p= <0.01) were
also observed between levels of FC, IE and SC and sediment temperature, but not
between water temperature and any of the parameters in the water column.
Interestingly, GB-124 phage showed no significant correlation with the non humanspecific parameters (SC, FC, and IE) in the sediment matrices, which were found to
co-correlate with one another (p= 0.00). The findings suggest that the application of
low-cost monitoring approaches to analyse river sediments may not only provide a
better assessment of dominant pollution sources than grab samples of overlying
water (due to the higher levels and incidence of phages in sediments), but that they
may also provide a better indication of potential risks to health from human enteric
viruses. As such, the findings of this study add significantly to the body of extant
knowledge relating to the behaviour of GB-124 phages in the environment and
further support their use for microbial source tracking (MST) and as a potential
component of quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) studies.
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Chapter One
Introduction
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1. Chapter One: Introduction
1.1

The human waterborne disease burden

Adequate water supply, sanitation and hygiene are critical factors in the continued
development of society and yet it is estimated that 768 million people currently lack
access to safe drinking water and 2.6 billion people lack access to basic sanitation
such as toilets or latrines (UNDP, 2013). The lack of adequate drinking water and
sanitation facilities can lead to a number of health-related problems, causing
morbidity and mortality, most notably as a result of infectious diseases caused by
pathogenic microorganisms.
Prüss et al. (2002) estimated that the disease burden resulting from inadequate water
supply, hygiene and sanitation accounted for 4 % of all deaths globally and 5.7 % of
the total disease burden, primarily as a consequence of diarrhoeal disease
(gastroenteritis), schistosomiasis, trachoma, ascariasis, trichuriasis and hookworm
disease. The authors estimated that 1.5 million deaths resulted from poor water,
sanitation and hygiene during the year of the study (WHO, 2013).
One of the main causes of morbidity and mortality resulting from poor water quality
is diarrhoeal disease transmitted by the faecal-oral route (Gómez-Doñate et al.,
2011). In ‘More Economically-Developed Countries’ (MEDC) diarrhoeal disease is
reported regularly (Mellou et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2012), but by far the greatest
impact on human health occurs in ‘Less Economically-Developed Countries’
(LEDC) (Hofstra, 2011). Diarrhoeal disease is the second-leading cause of childhood
mortality in low-income countries after pneumonia and is primarily caused by poor
water quality and inadequate sanitation (Godfrey et al., 2006). In the majority of
these countries, surface waters are highly vulnerable to human faecal pollution
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resulting from rapid population growth and inadequate disposal of wastewater and
excreta (Godfrey et al., 2006). The combination of higher levels of faecal
contamination of water in LEDC and many newly-industrialised countries (NIC) and
widespread lack of adequate health care provision increases the risk to human health
of waterborne pathogens such as viruses, bacteria and protozoa. Annually, it is
estimated that there are 2.5 billion incidents of childhood diarrhoea (WHO, 2013).
Diarrhoeal disease accounts for 16 % of all child deaths annually, equating to
approximately 1.4 million deaths, and this percentage is greater than the combined
total of child deaths from AIDS, malaria and measles (UNICEF and WHO, 2009;
WHO, 2008). In MEDC, the disease burden from waterborne disease is lower but
considerable. For example Morris and Levin (1995) estimated that 7.1 million people
in the USA annually contract mild infections from waterborne infectious disease,
whilst a further 560,000 people contract moderate to severe infections, with an
annual mortality of 1200 people.
1.2

Economic losses associated with human waterborne disease

The burden of human waterborne disease also has significant economic impacts and
is often an important barrier to economic growth and development. The economic
loss resulting from waterborne disease is difficult to estimate but is thought to be
substantial. A recent, extensive, study published by the World Health Organization
(WHO) estimated that the total economic loss per annum resulting from inadequate
water supply and sanitation was US $260 billion, which accounts for 1.5% of the
GDP of the assessed countries (WHO, 2012). From a regional perspective, Given et
al., (2006) estimated that in the southern California region, faecally-contaminated
waters accounted for a loss of US $21-51 million to the economy annually, as a
result of swimming-related gastroenteritis.
3

These considerable societal and economic impacts of waterborne disease are driving
research that aims to improve the hazard identification, risk assessment and disease
mitigation needed to manage waterborne infections effectively. International efforts
have been made to tackle the problems caused by waterborne disease, most notably
through the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDG) (Table 1.1) set
out at the United Nations Millennium Summit in 2000, and more recently by the
post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). The MDG aimed to ‘halve the
proportion of the global population without sustainable access to ‘safe’ (or more
accurately ‘improved’) drinking water and basic sanitation by 2015’. The UN MDG
represented a major step in tackling global problems resulting from poor water and
sanitation. The eight MDG goals are listed in Table 1.1. Goal 7 (Ensure
Environmental Sustainability) was the main focus for efforts to minimise waterborne
disease through the target of halving the proportion of the global population without
sustainable access to improved drinking water and basic sanitation by 2015. Goal 4
(reduce child mortality), was also made more achievable through greater provision of
safe drinking water and sanitation facilities as a result of the greater burden on
children of waterborne disease (UNDP, 2013)
Table 1.1. The Millennium Development Goals
MDG Aim
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Achieve universal primary education
Promote gender equality and empower woman
Reduce child mortality
Improve maternal health
Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Ensure environmental sustainability
Global partnership for development
(UNDP, 2014)
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It can be argued, however, that all eight Millennium Development Goals can be
linked to water quality and sanitation, to varying degrees. Significant achievements
have been made globally, prior to and since the MDGs were outlined. Since 1990,
2.1 billion people worldwide have gained access to improved drinking water sources,
and 2 billion people now have access to proper sanitation facilities (UNDP, 2013).
However, current trends in global climatic change challenge the continued
improvement to water quality and sanitation as they have been shown to increase the
transmission and burden of waterborne disease (Haines et al., 2006; Ahern et al.,
2005; Hunter, 2003). The ‘Millennium Development Goals’ expired at the end of
2015 and in September 2015 the ‘Sustainable Development Goals’ (SDG) were
internationally agreed, which set continued goals and targets for international
development. SDG Goal 6, which is key to this study, is to “ensure availability and
sustainable management of water and sanitation for all” (UNDP, 2015). Significant
knowledge gaps remain in the environmental transmission of waterborne disease,
particularly with regard to pathogen and faecal indicator organism behaviour in
sediments and research in this area would clearly contribute to achieving SDG Goal
6.
1.3

Impact of climate change on waterborne disease

Climatic change in many regions of the world, including Europe, is evidently leading
to an increase in the incidence of extreme precipitation events and further future
increases in the frequency and intensity of these events have been predicted (Maraun
et al., 2008; Staddon, 2010). There is growing evidence that an increase in
precipitation and storm events significantly contribute to the incidence of disease
outbreaks associated with waterborne pathogens (Curriero et al., 2001; Lipp et al.,
2001; Wicki et al., 2011).
5

An extensive review, carried out by Curriero et al. (2001), assessed 548 reported
outbreaks of gastroenteritis during the period 1948 to1994 and found that 68 % of
these were positively correlated with heavy rainfall events. Wicki et al. (2011)
showed that levels of somatic coliphages (a viral indicator of faeces) in
environmental waters increased considerably after heavy rainfall, indicating an
increase in faecal load and, potentially, pathogenic organisms. Lipp et al. (2001) also
attributed the high microbial levels observed in river water samples gathered from a
Florida catchment, USA, to particularly heavy rainfall associated with strong El
Niño conditions in the equatorial Pacific during the study period. The authors
detected human Enterovirus at 75% of the sampling sites during this time. In
England and Wales, a review by Nichols et al. (2009) also identified a similar
relationship between precipitation and outbreaks of drinking water-related disease.
The study assessed 89 disease outbreaks associated with the ingestion of polluted
waters during the period 1910 to 1999 and demonstrated a significant association
between cumulative rainfall and waterborne disease outbreaks.
The increase in the intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation events causes a
range of often rapid changes to occur within river catchments that may potentially
lead to an increase in the presence of pathogenic microorganisms and incidence of
waterborne disease. As rainfall levels rise, the frequency of combined sewer
overflow (CSO) events increases (Gibson et al., 1998), as does surface and
subsurface run-off of manure and faeces to surface waters (Poulton et al., 1991;
Wilby et al., 2005). In addition, increased river flow rates and changes to more
turbulent flow characteristics may lead to the resuspension of contaminated
sediments (Garzio-Hadzick et al., 2010; Muirhead et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2009;
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Crabill et al., 1999). These processes are outlined here in a conceptual model (Figure
1.1), which is adapted from the work of Hofstra (2011).

Figure 1.1. Conceptual model showing the impact of extreme precipitation events on
waterborne pathogen concentrations in surface water.
A solid line indicates transmission pathways between environmental compartments. A
dotted line indicates expected changes to the compartments and transmission pathways.
Based on Hofstra (2011).

Sediments have previously been shown to act as an environmental reservoir of
waterborne pathogens (including protozoal parasites, viruses and bacteria plus
antibiotic resistance genes) (Jofre et al., 1989; Lucena et al., 1996; Craig et al., 2002;
Mao et al., 2014). Resuspension of contaminated sediments into the water column by
natural and anthropogenic processes has also been shown to lead to viruses
becoming ‘bio-available’ in the water column (Rao et al., 1984; Schaiberger et al.,
1982). Sewer overflows, and surface and subsurface run-off also have a detrimental
impact on sediment quality and these sources, and their potential impact on human
health, combine to highlight the need for a better understanding of viral
contamination of sediments (Hata et al., 2014; Reano et al., 2015).
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Given the predicted increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation
events mentioned above, it is highly likely that this will be accompanied by a similar
rise in the incidence of human waterborne disease unless action is taken to counter
increased pathogen transmission. However, research is urgently needed to
understand better the role of sediments in the transmission of waterborne disease so
as to inform future interventions.
One key approach to better understand the waterborne hazards associated with faecal
pollution in sediments is microbial source tracking (MST) (Santo-Domingo et al.,
2007; Hagedorn et al., 2011). MST methods encompass a broad range of analytical
techniques which will be discussed further in Chapter Two. One of these techniques
focuses on B. fragilis and its associated phages that allow the identification of human
faecal sources (Tartera and Jofre, 1987; Tartera et al., 1989; Blanch et al., 2006).
This technique is discussed in Chapter Two and a method using B. fragilis (GB124)
and its associated phage was critical to this study (Payan et al., 2005; Ebdon et al.,
2007; 2012).
This research presented here set out to improve understanding of the behaviour of
enteric viruses in river sediments that might be considered to be broadly indicative of
those found in much of the UK and elsewhere.

It is envisaged that the new

knowledge obtained from this research will help to elucidate the role of river
sediments in the transmission of human viral waterborne disease, particularly as a
result of the re-entrainment of sediments in the overlying water body following high
precipitation storm events. As such, the findings will support efforts to develop
improved risk assessment strategies to protect human health by illuminating when
and where viral contamination issues are likely to present a potential human health
issue.
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1.4

Aim and objectives

Aim
The research described here aims to elucidate aspects of the behaviour and ecology
of enteric phages in riverine sediment matrices so as to provide important
information to underpin the future development of phage-based methods as an
effective microbial source tracking (MST) tool for use in this key component of the
water cycle.

Objectives

The aim will be achieved by meeting the following research objectives:
-

To compare critically the recovery efficiencies of a range of elution methods
for extracting phages from solid surfaces;

-

To investigate the prevalence and abundance of the human-specific MST
marker B. fragilis (GB124) phage in sediments to ascertain their spatial
dynamics (and relate to those of existing faecal indicator organisms) in
environmental sediments within a temperate river catchment in south east
England; and

-

To evaluate critically how the new knowledge gained from the research may
inform the future development of quantitative microbial risk assessments
(QMRA) in which the role of aquatic sediments as a reservoir for pathogen
storage and resuspension is more fully appreciated.

As such, the findings should improve understanding of how the possible
resuspension of microorganisms during high precipitation events may impact
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drinking water abstraction, riverine, estuarine and coastal recreational waters and,
shellfisheries.
1.5

Structure of the thesis

The Thesis is split into six chapters:
Chapter One provides an introduction to climatic changes and how this might affect
future waterborne disease transmission, particularly following high precipitation
events. The literature review component of the thesis is presented in Chapter Two.
Here key issues related to waterborne disease transmission, the origins of these
diseases, viral attachment mechanisms and relationships between viruses and
sediments within river catchments are critically reviewed. This chapter then reviews
methods used to assess viral contamination of water systems and sediment matrices
using faecal indicator organisms (FIOs) and microbial source tracking (MST) tools.
The materials and methods section is presented in Chapter Three and includes study
design, details of sampling sites, methods for both sediment coring and water
sampling and methods used for elution and enumeration of target bacteria and
viruses. This chapter also presents the statistical approaches used to assess the data.
In Chapter Four, the results and statistical analysis of the method validation
component of this thesis are presented. Chapter Five presents the results and
statistical analysis from the catchment level investigation into viral and bacterial
levels in the sediment and overlying water column.
Finally, in Chapter Six, the findings of the study are evaluated, suggested areas for
future research are made and the key conclusions of the study are summarised.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
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2.

Chapter Two: Literature Review

In order to mitigate the risks to human health posed by waterborne microorganisms,
it is important to understand their behaviour in the environment. In Chapter One, the
link between waterborne disease and extreme precipitation and storm events was
briefly reviewed, and the emerging recognition of sediments as an environmental
reservoir of pathogens was highlighted. In Chapter Two, the range of waterborne
pathogens transmitted through the faecal-oral route (and their abundance in the
environment) is explored in greater detail. The ecology of enteric viruses and the
mechanisms of their attachment to sediments are discussed and emerging techniques
to identify the source of faecal contamination within this component of surface water
systems are critically evaluated. In the second half of this chapter, detection of
bacteriophages in sediments will be reviewed. The ability to determine levels of viral
pathogen contamination in environmental sediments is a crucial component of efforts
to identify hazards within all phases of the water column. In this chapter, a number
of key methods used for the isolation of viruses from sediment to identify specific
and non-specific faecal sources are critically reviewed. Limitations of existing viral
detection methods are also considered with a focus on the isolation and detection of
human-specific viruses that are used in microbial source tracking studies.
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2.1

The environmental transmission of waterborne pathogens

A range of pathogenic organisms may be discharged into the environment in the
faeces of infected individuals. The transmission of excreta-related pathogens may
potentially cause a wide range of illnesses, including gastroenteritis and hepatitis.
Specific waterborne pathogens have also been associated with certain chronic
disease, such as diabetes (Coxsackie B4 virus), causing morbidity and potential
mortality (Roivainen et al., 2000; Horwitz et al., 1998), myocarditis (echovirus)
(Ferreira et al., 1995; Shanmugam et al., 1986), Guillain-Barré syndrome
(Campylobacter spp.) (Prendergast and Moran, 2000), gastric cancer (Helicobacter
sp.) (Uemura et al., 2001) and reactive arthritis (Klebsiella spp.) (Ebringer and
Wilson, 2000). The causative agents of waterborne disease may be viral, bacterial or
protozoal, as summarised in Table 2.1.
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Protozoa

Bacteria

Viruses

Table 2.1. Waterborne viral, bacterial and protozoan pathogens.
Organism
Adenovirus 40, 41
Astroviruses
Enterovirus
Hepatitis A virus
Hepatitis E virus
Norovirus
Sapovirus
Rotavirus
Burkholderia pseudomallei
C. jejuni
C. coli
E. coli
Legionella spp.
Salmonella typhi
Shigella spp.
Vibrio cholerae
Yersinia enterocolitica
Cryptosporidium parvum
Cyclospora cayetanensis
Entamoeba histolytica
Giardia intestinalis
Toxoplasma gondii

Size (µm)
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.06
1.0-4.0
1.5-4.0
1.5-4.0
0.2-2.0
0.5-3.0
0.2-2.0
0.2-2.0
1.0-3.0
0.2-2.0
4.0-10.0
8.0-10.0
8.0-15.0
7.0-12.0
2.0-70.0

Associated severe disease
Severe childhood gastroenteritis
Mild gastroenteritis
Myalgia, meningitis, paralysis
Hepatitis
Hepatitis
Mild gastroenteritis
Mild gastroenteritis
Severe childhood gastroenteritis
Meliodosis (septicaemia)
Diarrhoea
Diarrhoea
Diarrhoea
Fatal pneumonia
Typhoid fever
Bacillary dysentery
Cholera
Diarrhoea
Cryptosporidiosis
Cyclosporiasis
Amoebiasis
Giardiasis
Toxoplasmosis
(Woodall, 2009)

Waterborne pathogenic organisms exhibit a range of mortality rates. The bacteria
Vibrio cholerae, toxigenic E. coli (O157:H7), and the hepatitis E virus, show
relatively high mortality rates (Hunter, 1997). Recent outbreaks of cholera disease
have shown mortality rates of 1-3 % but have the potential to reach 8-22 %. Hepatitis
E infections show mortality rates of 1-2 % of infected individuals and toxigenic E.
coli O157:H7 has shown a mortality rate of 0.3-1.6 % in waterborne outbreaks with
the main cause of mortality being haemorrhagic colitis and haemolytic uremic
syndrome (Hunter, 1997).
Although bacterial and protozoan pathogenic organisms contribute significantly to
the global burden of human disease, viruses are perhaps the predominant aetiological
agent of waterborne disease in humans (WHO, 2003; Westrell et al., 2010). A study
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by Mead et al., (1999), estimated that from a total of 38.6 million annual cases of
gastroenteritis in the USA, 80 % were a result of viral infections.
Pathogenic viruses of human health significance primarily originate from human
faecal material and are highly likely to be specific to humans (Scott et al., 2002;
Field et al., 2003). Viral pathogens have some of the lowest infectious doses of all
waterborne enteric pathogens. There is a diverse range of enteric viruses associated
with municipal wastewaters, which cause a range of symptoms and illnesses in
infected individuals, and these viral infections can be fatal for those with weakened
immune systems. The risk of infection by viruses is 10 to 10,000 times greater than
for bacterial infections at a similar level of exposure (Haas et al., 1993). There are
around one hundred and fifty known types of enteric viral pathogens present in
faecally-contaminated environmental waters, with the most commonly reported
being norovirus, Rotavirus, enteroviruses, adenovirus and hepatitis A and E viruses
(Wong et al., 2012).
In Western Europe and North America the most commonly reported cause of human
infectious intestinal disease is norovirus (Fretz et al. 2005; de Wit et al. 2001; Mead
et al. 1999). Norovirus is the most commonly detected pathogen in both
gastroenteritis outbreaks and sporadic cases and has worldwide significance (Lodder
et al., 1999; Bon et al., 2005; Lopman et al., 2008). In Europe and North America,
norovirus shows higher infection rates in the winter months but outbreaks can occur
sporadically throughout the year (Lopman et al., 2008; Atmar and Estes, 2006).
Norovirus is highly resistant to inactivation and has been detected in wastewater
effluents and surface waters. The virus is highly infectious and is transmitted through
the consumption of contaminated waters and contaminated food sources (most
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notably shellfish), and through contact with infectious individuals. An outbreak of
norovirus recently occurred in the U.K., in which 240 cases of gastroenteritis were
recorded among customers of a specific restaurant over the course of seven weeks.
Sixteen consumers were laboratory-confirmed to have norovirus infection, which
was most likely derived from contaminated oysters (Smith et al., 2012).
2.2

Source to host transmission of waterborne viral pathogens

The transmission route of enteric viral pathogens in surface waters may vary.
Therefore, an understanding of viral ecology is vital to control and mitigate the risk
of waterborne disease effectively. Figure 2.1 shows several transmission pathways of
faecal pathogens from source to host and the natural and engineered environments
through which they may pass.

Figure 2.1. Conceptual model of the transport of faecal material into a surface water system
and the pathogen transmission pathways from contaminated surface waters to host.
Solid lines indicate transmission of faecal material into surface waters. Dotted lines indicate
transmission of pathogens from surface waters.
Based on Hofstra (2011)

The main route of infection is faecal-oral but the transmission pathway of pathogens
from the infected individual (‘shedder’) to the host may be complex (Percival et al.,
2004). Pathogenic organisms, including enteric viruses, may be transmitted from
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shedder to host through human-to-human contact in the case of the exchange of
faecal material from unclean hands, the ingestion of food contaminated with faeces
through unsanitary preparation or through the use of treated or partially treated
wastewaters for the irrigation of crops.
The rate and efficacy of pathogen infection of new hosts through the faecal oral route
depends on latency (the period between the excretion of the pathogen and it
becoming active), persistence of the pathogen in the environment, the ability of the
organism to replicate in environmental conditions and the infectious dose of the
pathogen to the host (Leclerc et al., 2000).
Pathogenic viruses of faecal origin may enter the aquatic environment from many
different sources. Major sources of faceal contamination that may impact a water
body include: raw wastewaters, secondary wastewaters originating from wastewater
treatment works; wastewater and sanitary overflows; agricultural sources from
livestock and the use of manure; and wildlife inputs (US EPA, 2004).

These

individual sources may be categorised into two groups, namely point sources and
non-point sources. Point source (PS) contamination of the aquatic environment is
primarily through the discharge of treated or untreated wastewaters (of
predominantly human origin) from wastewater treatment works (WWTW). Nonpoint sources or diffuse sources (DS), in contrast, are those originating from field or
urban run-off originating from a number of sources, such as pastoral agriculture,
leaking septic tank systems and open defecation that enters the aquatic system
through a number of non-specific sites.
Controlling and mitigating the transmission of waterborne viruses from wastewater
discharges is made difficult because of viral resilience to conventional treatment
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processes (Purnell et al., 2015). This is thought to be mainly due to the small size of
viruses, which allows them to bypass physical removal systems and conventional
filtration (Symonds et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2003). When viruses are attached
to particulate matter, they can remain in suspension and also pass through some
treatment systems such as granular media filters (Templeton et al., 2005; Rao et al.,
1984). Waterborne viruses also exhibit relatively higher resistance to many
disinfection processes, such as chlorination and UV disinfection, compared with
bacterial and protozoan pathogens (LeChevallier, 2004; Thompson et al., 2003).
Wastewater treatment works have been shown to be a significant PS of faecallyderived organisms in environmental waters, including the pathogenic norovirus
genogroup II, which has a higher resistance to treatment processes than genogroup I,
and the bacterium Enterococcus faecalis (Cheng et al., 2012). Table 2.2 outlines the
levels of various enteric viruses found in wastewaters and WWTW effluents.
Table 2.2. Enteric viral pathogen concentrations in wastewaters and WWTW effluents.
Virus type
Norovirus

Rotavirus
Adenovirus

Wastewater
103 (a) L-1
104 to 106 L-1
105 L-1
1.8 x 107 L-1
102 L-1
1.4 x 104 pfu L-1
70-3200(b) L-1
6

8 (a)

-1

Effluent

104 L-1
103 L-1
1.7 x 105 L-1

8.1 x 105 (a) L-1 6 x 102 L-1 (b)
105 (a) L-1

Astrovirus
10 to 10
L
HAV
1.4 x 107 (a) L-1
Polyomavirus 2.6 x 106 (a) L-1
(a)
–PCR units, (b)- Cytopathogenic units

Reference
Lodder et al. (1999)
Lodder et al. (2005)
Van den Berg et al. (2005)
Laverick et al. (2004)
Lodder et al. (2005)
Bosch et al. (1988)
Krikelis et al. (1985)
He and Jiang (2005)
Le Cann et al. (2004)
Albinana-Gimenez et al. (2006)
Albinana-Gimenez et al. (2006)
from, Sidhu and Toze, (2009)

Wastewater treatment can also lead to diffuse source contamination of the aquatic
environment. Sludges produced by wastewater treatment processes may be applied
to land for agricultural use and studies have shown that untreated, digested and
dewatered sludge used for agriculture may contain high concentrations of human
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pathogenic viruses attached to the sludge substrate (Mandilara et al., 2006). Studies
have shown that untreated sludge may contain between 102 and 103 enteroviruses per
litre (Soares et al., 1994; Berg and Berman, 1980) and treated/digested sludges may
contain between 30 and 103 enteroviruses per litre (Schwartzbrod and Mathieu,
1986; Soares et al., 1994). Treated and untreated wastewater used for irrigation can
potentially become a diffuse source of microbial contamination to surface waters.
Enteric pathogens can also survive on crops or become internalised into the crop and
be ingested if food is inadequately washed or cooked (Wei et al., 2009). This has
been demonstrated in a previous study that assessed the attachment and
internalisation of murine norovirus (a non-pathogenic surrogate for human
norovirus) to Romaine lettuce plants (Wei et al., 2009). However, wastewaters can
be reused for irrigation, to the benefit of human health, as long as WHO guidelines
(based on the principles of quantitative microbial risk assessment - QMRA) are
adhered to.
2.3

Viruses present in sediments

Enteric viruses have been shown to attach to surface water sediments (Skraber et al.,
2009a; Araujo et al., 1997; Funderberg and Sorber, 1985). The attachment is
primarily governed by electrostatic interaction between the viral capsid and binding
sites located on the surface of the solid particles but steric repulsion, hydrophobic
interaction and hydration effects also influence attachment (Harvey et al., 2004;
Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000; Bales et al., 1991). Viruses are able to enter the
environment in a bound or unbound state. Wastewater effluents may contain viruses
attached to solids, which are subsequently released into the water system, leading to
their eventual accumulation in the sediments (Bosch, 1998). Unbound viruses attach
to suspended solids in surface waters and subsequently settle into the sediment layer.
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Viruses associated with particles of a diameter less than 3 µm, such as colloidal clays
and some fine silts, typically remain suspended for extended periods of time
following discharge, whereas viruses associated with larger particles, with a diameter
greater than 6 µm, ranging from finer particles, such as medium silts, up to larger
sizes, such as gravels, soon leave the water column and settle in the bottom
sediments following discharge (Rao et al., 1986). Viruses associated with suspended
particulate matter settle above the compacted bottom sediment in a loose low density
layer (Rao et al., 1986), whereas free virus particles may be immobilised in aquatic
sediments (Skraber et al., 2009a).
Sediments in coastal and estuarine waters and river waters may therefore act as an
environmental reservoir for viruses, which are typically found in higher numbers in
the sediments than in the water column. However, they can subsequently be rereleased into the water column by storm action, dredging and boating (Rao et al,
1986; LaBelle et al., 1980; Gerba et al., 1977).
Human pathogenic viruses have been directly isolated from aquatic sediments in a
number of different studies (Smith et al., 1978; LaBelle et al., 1980; Schaiberger et
al., 1982; Rao et al., 1984; Jofre et al., 1989; Botero et al., 1992; Lucena et al.,
1996), as outlined in Table 2.3. The commonly isolated viruses are mainly found to
be members of the genus Enterovirus (coxsackie, poliovirus, echovirus), and in one
study, rotavirus. Enteroviruses have been recovered from both estuarine and marine
sediments. To date, rotavirus abundance has only been studied within marine
sediments. Culture-based techniques using Buffalo Green Monkey (BGM) and
Rhesus Monkey Kidney (RMK) cell cultures were used for the enumeration of
enteroviruses, whereas rotavirus were detected using immuno-fluorescence methods
(See Table 2.3 for study details and methods used).
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Table 2.3. Major environmental studies into the isolation of pathogenic viruses from
surface water sediments
Study
Smith et al. (1978)

Virus detected
Echovirus (1)

Elution protocol
Direct plating

Method
BGM

Matrix
Estuarine

Tryptose phosphate
broth (Ph 11.5)

BGM

Estuarine

0.25 M glycine/0.05
M EDTA (pH 11.5)
3 % beef extract/0.05
M glycine
(pH 10.5)

BGM

Marine

BGM

Estuarine

2 M NaNO3/ 3 %
beef extract*

BGM

Marine

3 % beef extract (pH
10.5)

RMK

Coxackie virus (A9, B3)
LaBelle et al. (1980)

Poliovirus (T:1)
Coxsackie virus (A16,
B1,5)
Echovirus (1)

Schaiberger et al. (1982)

Poliovirus (2)
Enteroviruses

Rao et al. (1984)

Poliovirus (T:1-3)
Coxsackie virus (B3,4)
Echovirus (7, 29)

Jofre et al. (1989)

Enteroviruses
Rotavirus

Botero et al. (1992)

Poliovirus (T=1-2)
Echovirus (20,27,29)

IF
Marine

0.25 M glycine/0.05
BGM
Marine
M EDTA (pH 11.5)
BGM- Buffalo green monkey cell culture, IF- Immuno-fluorescence, RMK- Rhesus monkey kidney
cell culture (MA-104), *- denotes method with highest recovery as part of the study validation, (#)
denotes viral type.
Lucena et al. (1996)

Enteroviruses

Since the study by Lucena et al. (1996), little research into the direct isolation of
pathogenic viruses from aquatic sediments has been reported. This could possibly be
due to the high cost associated with the direct isolation of pathogenic viruses using
culture-based or molecular techniques. Analysis of sediment matrices for viruses is
also hindered by the potential presence of inhibitors if molecular methods are used.
2.4

Virus behaviour in sediments

Physical, chemical and biological properties of aquatic sediments strongly affect
viral attachment, accumulation, re-suspension, release and inactivation. Figure 2.2
outlines the potential movements of viruses within the liquid/solid phase of a surface
water system.
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Figure 2.2. Conceptual diagram outlining the ecology of viruses within the liquid/solid
interface of a surface water system.
Solid lines represent transport of viruses between phases. Dotted lines indicate removal of
viruses at different stages.

2.4.1

Attachment mechanisms of viruses to sediments

Viral attachment describes the process of transfer of a virus from an unbound state in
the aquatic environment onto the sediment surface (Hermansson, 1999). Viruses may
become attached to both organic and non-organic aquatic sediments and mechanisms
driving attachment appear to be the short-range interactions between the virus and
the sediment surface, mainly the electrostatic interactions in polarised media and
dispersion (Sen, 2011). The attachment of microorganisms to various surfaces has
been explained by reference to the classical DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-VerweyOverbeek) theory of colloid stability, which assumes that microbial cells behave as
inert particles (Hermansson, 1999).
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The DLVO theory has been used to describe the net interaction (VTOT) between a cell
and a flat surface as a balance between two stabilising forces, van der Waals as an
attractive force (VA) and repulsive interactions from the overlap of the electrical
double layer of the cell and the sediment (VR); VTOT= VA + VR, VA is defined as: VA=Ar/6d, where A is the Hamaker constant, r is the radius of the microorganism (the
microbe is assumed to be spherical) and d is the separation distance between the
microbe and the sediment (Hermansson, 1999).
In laboratory studies, the adsorption of polioviruses to mineral substrates, such as
oxides of aluminium, copper, iron, manganese and silicon, has been shown to follow
the DLVO theory. Adsorption of polio viruses has been found to be reversible in
most instances (Murray and Parks, 1980) and studies using Enterovirus have also
demonstrated that the viral capsid can adsorb readily to aquatic sediments in
estuarine environments (LaBelle and Gerba, 1979, 1982).
The attachment and release of viruses to aquatic substrates is governed by
electrostatic interactions (Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000), the first stage of viral
attachment being controlled by the electrostatic interaction between the viral capsid
and the surface of the sediments. However, other colloidal interactions potentially
have a significant role, such as steric repulsion, hydrophobic attraction and hydration
effects (Bales et al., 1991; Harvey et al., 2004). The nature of these factors, and thus
the resulting effect on attachment behaviour depends on the viral capsid surface
charge (which typically is negative), the charge of the sediment and the associated
water chemistry (Harvey et al., 2004). Electrostatic interactions are discussed further
in the next section because of their significance as an attachment mechanism.
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2.4.2

Electrostatic interactions between surfaces

Electrostatic interactions primarily govern the attachment and release of viruses from
solid particles within the surface water system. The surface charge of a phage plays
an integral role in this electrostatic interaction and its attachment to mineral surfaces.
The surface charge of the capsid is governed by the ionisation of its constituent
amino-acids (Loveland et al., 1996). Carboxyl and amino groups of the amino acids
give the virus amphoteric surfaces (meaning they can act both as acids and bases)
and isoelectric point (pI) (ambient pH at which the net surface charge of the virus is
neutral) (Parks, 1965: Loveland et al., 1996). Values for pI range from 3.0 to 7.0 and
therefore viruses may be positively or negatively charged in environmental waters
(Gerba, 1984). A further review, which evaluated 137 publications, showed that
animal, bacterial and plant viral pI ranged between 1.9 and 8.4 and most frequently
between values of 3.5 and 7.0. Phage pI ranged between values of 1.9 and 7.4, with
an average pI of 4.2 (Michen and Graule, 2010). The frequency of reported pI values
is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. pI of viruses and reported frequency in the literature.
The line represents a Gaussian fit of data resulting in a mean value of 5±1.3, R2 = 0.81.
(Michen and Graule, 2010)
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The majority of particles in environmental waters are negatively charged in the pH
range 4.0 to 9.0 and, because of this, the attachment of virus particles to sediments
occurs when pH values are below the viral pI, creating a positively-charged viral
capsid (Loveland et al., 1996). Figure 2.3 lists the pI of a selection of human
pathogenic viruses, phage types and substrates found in aquatic systems, and
indicates their surface charge under ambient pH levels. Sadeghi et al. (2011)
developed an empirical formula for the attachment efficiency using pH level and
ionic strength (IS). The study focused on PRD1 bacteriophage as a model virus using
clean quartz sand columns. The attachment efficiencies were shown to increase with
a decrease in pH and an increase in IS, which demonstrates agreement with the
DLVO theory (Sadeghi et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.4. pI values of human pathogenic viruses, phage types and aquatic substrates.
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2.5

Accumulation of viruses in sediments

Inactivation of viruses reduces when they are associated with solids as a result of
factors such as thermo-stabilisation and protection from ultra-violet wavelengths
(Lipson and Stotzky, 1984). They can therefore accumulate within the solid matrix
of a water system (Skraber et al., 2009a; Templeton et al., 2005; Rao et al., 1984;
Liew and Gerba, 1980). In early studies of the persistence of viruses in aquatic
sediments, Smith et al. (1978) demonstrated the protective effect that adsorption to
aquatic sediments has on the survival and persistence of viruses in estuarine
sediments. The authors demonstrated that poliovirus 1, coxsackieviruses B3 and A9,
and also echovirus 1 survived longer in the environment when associated with
marine sediments (Smith et al., 1978). The extended survival of poliovirus 1 and
echovirus 1 in water containing suspended sediments has also been shown by Liew
and Gerba (1980). This study also demonstrated the protective effect of thermoinactivation that resulted from viral attachment to particulates. Smith et al. (1978)
demonstrated that the presence of organic pollution within sediments could prolong
the survival of adsorbed viruses. When secondary treated effluent was present in the
estuary, the studied enteric viruses survived for extended periods of time in the
sediment compared with in the overlying water column. The authors concluded that
aquatic sediments serve as a reservoir for human enteric viruses and that the
transport of viral-loaded sediments by water movement could represent a potential
risk to human health (Smith et al., 1978).
Protection from ultraviolet (UV) radiation of viruses attached to sediments has been
shown by Templeton et al. (2005), who investigated colloidal protection of viruses
from UV light (254 nm). They demonstrated that bacteriophage MS2 (Leviviridae)
and T4 (Myoviridae) were protected from UV inactivation when associated with
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humic acid and activated sludge flocs, with a > 99 % confidence level. Kaolin clay
particles were found to provide no significant protection from UV inactivation in this
study, which concluded that particles greater than 2 µm in diameter are able to
protect viruses from UV light and that the chemical composition of the particulate
matter (such as UV-absorbing organic matter) is a vital factor in virus survival in UV
disinfection processes (Templeton et al., 2005).
The persistence of poliovirus and rotaviruses associated with aquatic sediments has
been shown by Rao et al. (1984), who demonstrated that the viruses retained their
infective quality for 19 days when associated with sediment, whereas when
associated with seawater the infectious properties were lost after nine days (Rao et
al., 1984).
2.6

Resuspension and release of viruses from sediments

Resuspension of virally-contaminated sediment and/or the release of viruses from
contaminated sediments are of increasing concern as a result of recent increases in
the incidence of storm events in parts of Europe, which are thought to be a
component of broader climate changes (Hofstra, 2011).
2.6.1

Resuspension mechanisms

Pathogenic enteric viruses in sediments do not present a direct risk to human health
unless they become resuspended, transported, and subsequently ingested by humans.
Viruses attached to sediments may become resuspended into the water column
through a number of mechanisms, namely: mechanical disruption, hyporheic
exchange; erosive exchange and boundary layer exchange, Table 2.4. (Grant et al.,
2011).
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Table 2.4. Mechanisms by which viruses are released from sediments
Mechanical Disruption

This process involves the release of viruses trapped in sediment pore
space by movement or disruption of the sediment substrate, by
biotic processes such as invertebrate feeding, or by abiotic factors
such as high turbulence and storm events.

Hyporheic Exchange

This type of exchange releases bacteria and viruses trapped in the
sediment pore space by the advective flux of water across the
sediment-water interface.

Erosive Exchange

Erosive exchange involves shear-induced erosion followed by
sedimentation of particle attached viruses located in the sedimentwater boundary.

Boundary Layer Exchange

This process involves the slow transport of viruses trapped in the
stream bed pore spaces across a concentration boundary layer by
diffusion and/or quasi-periodic sweep and eject motions associated
with coherent turbulence
(Grant et al., 2011).

Increased flow within a river system leads to an increase in the resuspension
(entrainment) of sediments, as shown in Figure 2.5, which is classified under
mechanical disruption, Table 2.4 (Knighton, 1982; Grant et al., 2011).

Figure 2.5. Erosion, transport, entrainment and deposition of grain sizes relating to flow
velocity.
Both axes shown at log scale.
Adapted from, Knighton, 1984, (after Hjulström, 1935)
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Table 2.5. Grain-size classifications, listing class name and size ranges
Size Range
Grain class name
Diameter (∅) (mm)
Clay
≤ 0.004
Silt
>0.004 – 0.064
Sand
0.064 – 2.0
Gravel
2.0 – 64
Cobbles
64 – 256
Boulders
≥ 256
(Knighton, 1984)

This resuspension depends on flow velocity and grain size (Figure 2.5). Grains with
medium diameters (∅ > 0.004 – 0.064 mm), such as silts (see Table 2.5), are more
easily resuspended than those with larger diameters, such as sands. However, particle
sizes ≤ 0.004 mm such as clays are not suspended as easily as silt particles (as
demonstrated in Figure 2.5) due to their cohesive properties. It is also important to
note that grain sizes that are more easily resuspended have a higher ability to
accumulate viral particles on their surface (Skraber et al., 2009). Viruses attached to
particles of diameters less than 3 µm are more easily resuspended by increased flow
velocity and storm events as well as by anthropogenic causes, such as dredging and
recreational use (Rao et al., 1986). Infective viral particles attached to resuspended
sediments then have a greater likelihood of transmission to a new host. The
resuspension of solid-associated viruses into the water column resulting from
increased flow rates is therefore a growing concern to river basin managers.
2.6.2

Chemical release

Chemical release mechanisms are those caused by chemical perturbations (eg.,
salinity, pH level) surrounding the attached virus and solid surface that affect
reversible attachment (Mills, 2003). Decreases in ionic-strength and increases in pH
level have been shown to adjust surface charges and release the virus from the
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capsid-surface interface (Guan et al., 2003; Cao et al., 2009; Sadeghi et al., 2011).
This process is of primary concern in areas in which industrial wastewater discharges
may alter water chemistry to a significant degree, allowing chemical release.
2.7

Inactivation of viruses in sediments

Viral inactivation may be caused by irreversible attachment to surfaces, deformation
of the capsid, or molecular damage to the viral genome (Thurman and Gerba, 1988)
and following inactivation the viral unit becomes non-infectious and can no longer
replicate (Tufenkji, 2007). Inactivation of viruses in the environment has been
demonstrated to be a first-order rate process (Schijven et al., 2010) and is controlled
by a number of environmental stressors, such as pH level, temperature, enzymatic
destruction, ultraviolet radiation, adsorption, salinity and predation from bacteria and
protozoa. Viral predation by protozoa has been shown in the literature to be a natural
inactivation mechanism (Gonzalez and Suttle, 1993) and the rate of inactivation is
given as a T90 value (the duration required for a log10 reduction in viral
concentration) (Ahmed et al., 2014).
Viral inactivation is dependent on physiochemical conditions within the water
column and sediment and on the duration of viral attachment. High temperature and
adverse conditions, such as changes to pH level and UV irradiation, can accelerate
damage to vital viral components, specifically those involved in infection, including
the viral genome and the denaturing of host recognition sites (Harvey et al., 2004).
Temperature is the most important factor that influences viral inactivation, although
some pathogenic viruses, such as the hepatitis A virus have been shown to have low
sensitivity to temperature change (Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000). Eggleton and
Thomas, (2004) showed that viral inactivation could be increased by changes in the
pH level and redox potential of the water, which in turn could increase the oxidation
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of organic contaminants and release viral contamination. Reduced inactivation can
result from the protection of proteolytic enzymes and other virus-inactivating
compounds (such as humic acid and other organics) and increased capsid stability
when viruses are attached to sediment (Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000). The
chemical composition of the surface to which the virus is attached is also a factor in
the inactivation process. Poliovirus adsorbed to, and eluted from, MnO2, Al2O3, and
CuO showed disruption and inactivation where polioviruses attached to SiO2 and
FeO3 were not shown to inactivate (Murray and LaBand, 1979).
2.8

Methods to identify viruses in sediments
2.8.1

Direct enumeration of pathogenic viruses

Enteric pathogenic viruses, such as those of the genus Enterovirus (Coxsackie,
Poliovirus and Echovirus) and Rotavirus, have been isolated from both marine and
estuarine sediments in numerous studies (Smith et al., 1978; LaBelle et al., 1980;
Schaiberger et al., 1982; Rao et al., 1984; Jofre et al., 1989; Botero et al., 1992;
Lucena et al., 1996). These studies successfully identified pathogenic viruses in
impacted aquatic environments, but the methods used are recognised to have many
limitations. Enteric viral pathogens that are transmitted through the environment via
contaminated waters, sediments and shellfish, are taxonomically diverse, suggesting
that a wide variety of assays may be needed for their detection and enumeration
(Field and Samadpour, 2007). It is also evident that, as a result of the high diversity
of viral pathogens found in waters, sediments and shellfish, and their relatively low
concentration in these environments, direct monitoring of all viral pathogens may be
both financially prohibitive and time-consuming (Wade et al., 2006). The direct
monitoring of all viral pathogens also requires highly-trained technicians and
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relatively expensive equipment and consumables, which limits the application of this
approach for routine sampling (Bosch, 1998). Indicator organisms of faecal
contamination therefore continue to play an essential role in environmental and
public health microbiology, providing as they do a more cost-effective and
practicable way to detect faecal contamination of the natural environment (Mesquita
and Emelko, 2012; Sinclair et al., 2012).
2.8.2

Faecal indicator organisms

It has been demonstrated that sediments can be a persistent source of faecal indicator
organisms in rivers, lakes, estuaries, and oceans and that they may constitute a
persistent reservoir of human disease (Grant et al., 2011). Faecal indicator organisms
should satisfy a number of criteria if they are to be usefully applied to water quality
monitoring and an ‘ideal’ faecal indicator would meet all of the following criteria:


The organism should only be present in host faeces;



The organism should be useful for all water matrices;



The organism should not replicate under environmental conditions;



The organism must be cost-effective and rapid to sample, identify and
enumerate;



The method to identify the organism must not require a large reference
library;



The organism should be present whenever enteric pathogens are present;



The organism should have a longer survival time than the hardiest enteric
pathogen; and



The density of the organism should have some direct relationship with the
degree of faecal pollution.
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(Borrego et al., 1987; Havelaar, 1993; Field et al., 2003)
Some indicators also have the potential to be used as ‘pathogen surrogates’, in which
capacity they should ideally demonstrate the following additional characteristics:
have similar replication/inactivation kinetics to the target pathogen(s) of concern
and; be present in the contaminated waters at higher concentrations than the
pathogen (Borrego et al., 1987; Havelaar, 1993). Sinclair et al. (2012) define a
surrogate as “an organism, particle, or substance used to study the fate of a pathogen
in a specific environment”.
Frequently studied faecal indicator organisms include bacterial species such as E.
coli; bacterial groups such as the intestinal enterococci; protists, such as
Cryptosporidium parvum; and phage groups (typically coliphages and other phages
that infect bacteria of enteric origin). Total coliforms and faecal coliforms (eg.
Enterobacter aerogenes and E. coli), Enterococcus spp., and Clostridium
perfringens, have been used widely for many years as indicators of faecal
contamination to determine the quality of drinking water, surface water, bathing
water and shellfish growing waters (Scott et al., 2002; Meays et al., 2004). However,
it has been suggested that over 30 % of cases of waterborne gastroenteritis have their
origin in drinking water that fulfils the legislative quality requirements, based on
bacterial indicators and that disease is mostly caused by protozoa and viruses in
these instances (Mendez et al., 2004). The potential negative implications of the use
of current faecal indicators were shown by Van Heerden et al. (2003), who
demonstrated the presence of adenoviruses in 12.75 % raw waters and 4.41 % of
treated water that satisfied faecal indicator criteria (WHO, 1996; WHO, 1997), and
which consequently presented a potential risk to human health. Enteroviruses have
also been found in recreational waters and shellfish harvesting waters that satisfied
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faecal indicator standards (Gerba et al., 1979). The authors detected enteroviruses in
43 % of recreational water samples that met total coliform standards and in 44 % of
samples that met faecal coliform standards.
The major limitation to the use of currently used faecal indicator bacteria (FIB) is
that they are not host-specific and may not effectively represent risk of human
infection. It has been suggested by Sinclair et al. (2012) that their lack of host
specificity is a limiting factor in assessing risk to human health as human faecal
contamination (containing human-specific pathogens) may represent a greater risk of
human disease.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that currently-used faecal indicator
bacteria cannot be considered to represent virus behaviour in water systems. It is
therefore crucial to identify new viral indicators, the behaviour of which better
reflects that of enteric viral pathogens in the water cycle and to develop methods for
their detection in waters (Noble and Fuhrman, 2001). In recent years, this idea has
stimulated research into the use of alternative, bacteriophage-based, techniques for
detecting faecal contamination of water.
2.8.3

The use of bacteriophage (phage) as waterborne viral indicators

2.8.3.1 Phage characteristics
Bacteriophage (or phages) are viruses that are able to infect bacteria and, if ‘lytic’, to
disrupt bacterial metabolism and cause lysis (Sulakvelidze et al., 2001). Since the
instigation of negative staining, 5,360 tailed and 179 cubic, filamentous and
pleomorphic phages have been observed by electron microscopy (Ackerman, 2011).
These predominantly include tailed phage (e.g., Myoviridae; Siphoviridae;
Podoviridae), which account for 96 % of all isolated phage. Table 2.6 presents
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details of common phage types, including morphology, molecular structure, size, and
examples of each group.
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Table 2.6. Overview of common phage families.
Morphology
Morphology
Order of
type
family

Descriptor

Size

Genetic structure

Example

Myoviridae

Cubic capsid (icosahedral or elongated)
Long contractile tail

95x65nm

dsDNA (L)
Non-enveloped
Somatic

T2, T4, T6

Tailed

Siphoviridae

Cubic capsid (icosahedral)
Long flexible non-contractile tail (150nm)

54-60nm

dsDNA (L)
Non-enveloped
Somatic

T5, λ

Tailed

Podoviridae

Cubic capsid (icosahedral)
Short non-contractile tail

54-61nm

dsDNA (L)
Non-enveloped
Somatic

T3, T7

Polyhedral

Microviridae

27nm

ssDNA ©
Somatic

Φx174

Polyhedral

Corticoviridae

63nm

dsDNA ©
Somatic

PM2

Polyhedral

Tectiviridae

60nm

dsDNA (L)
Somatic

PRD1

Polyhedral

Leviviridae

Polyhedral

Cystoviridae

Spherical
Lipid outer coat

Filamentous

Inoviridae

Filaments or rods-shaped.

Pleomorphic

Plasmaviridae

No capsid

Caudovirales

Tailed

Cubic capsid (icosahedral)
12 knoblike capsomers
No tail
Cubic capsid (icosahedral)
Complex capsid, lipids
No tail
Cubic capsid (icosahedral)
Inner lipid vesicle
Pseudo-tail
Cubic capsid (icosahedral)
No tail
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ssRNA (L)
MS2, Qβ
F-specific
dsRNA (L)
70-80nm
Segmented
ϕ6
Lipidic envelope
ssDNA ©
85-1950 x 7nm
SJ2, M13, fd
F-specific
dsDNA ©
80nm
Lipidic envelope
MVL2
Somatic
Adapted from Ackerman (2011) and Mesquita and Emelko (2012)
23nm

Each bacteriophage family has intrinsic properties, including its size, morphology,
surface charge, genetic composition and its relationship with its host cell(s).
However, phages are primarily categorised by the nature of their nucleic acid and the
morphology of the virion.
Phages have many characteristics that are similar to those of human enteric viral
pathogens, which potentially make them useful surrogates for these pathogens. For
instance, phages and human enteric viruses share similar physical characteristics,
such as their size, shape and surface properties. Because of these similarities, the
behaviour of bacteriophages in water is likely to be more closely related to that of
human enteric viruses than it is to the behaviour of traditional faecal indicator
bacteria, though seasonal variations can affect the persistence of different viruses
(Skraber et al., 2009a). Phages have been used successfully in a range of
environmental applications; as faecal indicators, as microbial source tracking (MST)
markers and as models and tracers in environmental studies (Mesquita and Emelko,
2012). Further, phage of faecal origin have been consistently isolated from municipal
wastewaters (Table 2.7), but are found at varying levels, with somatic coliphages
generally the most numerous group to be detected in such sources.
Table 2.7. Levels of phage groups in wastewaters.
Bacteriophage

Mean (pfu ml-1)

Somatic coliphage

7.00 x 104
1.58 x 102
6.30 x 101
2.90 x 104
5.60 x 104

F-RNA phage
B.fragilis phage

Reference

Lasobras et al., 1999
Moce-Llivina et al., 2003
Moce-Llivina et al., 2003
Lasobras et al., 1999
Lasobras et al., 1999
Adapted from Sidhu and Toze (2009).

Somatic coliphages, F-RNA phages and Bacteroides phages are the major phage
groups to have been studied within the field of microbial ecology. Importantly, their
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detection and enumeration have been standardised as culture-based methods,
(ISO10705-1, 2001a; ISO10705-2, 2001b; ISO10705-4, 2001c), and they have more
recently been detected using molecular-based techniques (Mauffret et al., 2012).
Another recently investigated bacteriophage group (ie. those infecting Enterococcus
spp.) has also been successfully used and has been detected in environmental waters
using culture-based techniques (Bonilla et al., 2010; Purnell et al., 2011).
2.8.3.2 Somatic coliphages
Somatic coliphages are the most numerous group of the three bacteriophage groups
commonly used in water microbiology (Kott et al., 1974; IAWPRC, 1991). They
consist of single-stranded or double-stranded DNA within a capsid. Capsid
morphologies range from cubic to complex structures with heads, tail fibres and tails.
Somatic coliphages are split into four distinct morphological categories (A-D) and
are classified into four families, (Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, Podoviridae and
Microviridae) (see Figure 2.6 for examples) (ISO10705-2, 2001b).
Somatic coliphages infect by attaching to lipopolysaccharide or protein receptors
located on the cell wall of host E. coli and other Enterobacteriaceae, such as
Klebsiella spp. and Shigella spp. (IAWPRC, 1991; Scott et al., 2002; Muniesa et al.,
2003; Mesquita and Emelko, 2012). Somatic coliphages are highly infective and can
lyse a host cell within 20 to 30 minutes of infection (ISO10705-2, 2001b).
The identification of somatic coliphages in environmental samples indicates the
presence of faecal pollution of either human or non-human origin. The most widely
used somatic coliphages include T4, T7, Φx174 and PRD1 because of their range of
morphologies (Lucena and Jofre, 2010).
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Myoviridae (eg., Coliphage RB69)

Microviridae (eg., Φx174)

Siphoviridae (eg., Staphylococcus aureus phage 6)
Figure 2.6. Transmission electron micrograph (T.E.M.) of three varying morphotypes of
somatic coliphages.
(bar = 100 nm) (Ackermann, 2006)

However, it has been shown that some naturally-occurring host strains of somatic
coliphages may occur in waters that are not impacted by faecal pollution and
therefore the presence of somatic coliphages in some instances may overestimate
faecal contamination levels (Vaughn and Metcalf, 1975; Grabow et al., 1980; Seeley
and Primrose, 1980; Borrego et al., 1990). A review by Jofre (2009) considered
whether phage replication in the environment might increase numbers and reduce
their correlation with levels of enteric viral pathogens. Having analysed the available
evidence, the author concluded that the replication of somatic coliphages in
environmental conditions is likely to be negligible and therefore unlikely to reduce
their effectiveness as a faecal indicator group, and potentially a viral pathogen
surrogate. Because of their high specificity to faecal pollution and their relatively
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high degree of resistance to environmental stressors compared with faecal bacteria
and their relatively rapid and simple enumeration, somatic coliphages are
increasingly used as faecal indicators.
To date, there have been five key studies into the isolation of somatic coliphages
from aquatic sediments reported (Jofre et al., 1989; Martinez-Manzanares et al.,
1992; Araujo et al., 1993; Lucena et al., 1996; Skraber et al., 2009a). These used a
range of different host bacteria and the somatic coliphages were isolated from marine
and river sediments.
2.8.3.3 F-specific RNA phages
F-specific RNA (F-RNA) phages infect those bacteria that possess the sex plasmid,
or F plasmid in their genome, such as E. coli and other Gram negative bacteria,
including Salmonella typhimurium (Vinjé et al., 2004). The sex pili, or F pili, for
which the plasmid codes, provides the site for F-specific phage infection
(ISO107025-1, 2001a; Scott et al., 2002). F-RNA phages are a relatively
homogenous group and have been suggested as suitable faecal indicators, MST
markers and surrogates of enteric viral pathogens in wastewater (Vinjé et al., 2004:
Havelaar and Hoegeboom, 1984). They contain a single-stranded RNA genome
within a capsid of cubic symmetry, ranging between 21 nm and 30 nm in diameter
and belonging to the family Leviviridae (Figure 2.7). The family contains two
genera: Levivirus (MS2 as type species); and Allolevivirus (Qβ as type species)
(ISO107025-1, 2001a).
The identification of F-RNA phages in the environment is considered to indicate
faecal contamination from human and non-human sources. The size, shape,
morphology, chemotaxis and survival of F-RNA phages in the environment has been
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shown to resemble waterborne and foodborne enteric viruses, such as: Enterovirus;
caliciviruses; astroviruses; and hepatitis A and E viruses (Jofre et al., 2011; Mesquita
and Emelko, 2012; ISO107025-1, 2001a). These shared characteristics have led this
phage group to be extensively investigated.
The use of F-RNA phages has a number of limitations however, including their
relatively low abundance in human faeces (Gerba, 1987; Havelaar et al., 1990) and
the need for additional immunological or genetic techniques to identify their
specificity, which increases the costs of analysis (Hsu et al., 1995; Griffin et al.,
1999). They may also be unreliable indicators in tropical and marine waters because
of differences in their survival characteristics compared with those of enteric viral
pathogens (Scott et al., 2002).

Figure 2.7. T.E.M. of Leviviridae (E. coli R16)
(bar = 100 nm) (Ackerman, 2006)

F-RNA phages have been isolated from sediments in a limited number of studies
(Araujo et al., 1993; Ferguson et al., 1996; Skraber et al. 2009a). In two of these
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studies, however, F-DNA phage may also have been isolated as the phages are
recorded as ‘F-specific phages’ (Araujo et al., 1993; Skraber et al., 2009a). Only in
one of these studies were F-RNA phages specifically recorded (Ferguson et al.,
1996). Skraber et al. (2009a) showed that, based on water to sediment concentration
ratios, F-specific phages accumulated to levels 100 times higher than those of
somatic coliphages in clay sediments compared with the overlying waters.
2.8.3.4 Phages of Enterococcus spp.
Phages infecting Enterococcus spp. host strains have been investigated as an
emerging tool for microbial source tracking. Bonilla et al. (2010) developed a
method for the detection of ‘enterophages’ (more accurately described as phages
infecting Enterococcus hosts) from environmental samples. The research, which was
conducted in Puerto Rico, focussed primarily on phages infecting Enterococcus
faecalis, enumerated using single-layer plaque assay techniques. The investigation
showed average concentrations in raw domestic wastewater of 180 plaque-forming
units (PFU) per 100 ml for enterophages, approximately three logs lower than levels
of somatic coliphages in the same samples. From a methodological perspective, it
was noted that plaque formation was visible within eight hours, allowing for
potentially rapid enumeration of enterophages. Human specificity was reinforced by
the testing of other Enterococcus spp., alongside E. faecalis which was the only host
to demonstrate plaque formation when exposed to raw domestic wastewater (Bonilla
et al. 2010).
Further studies involving phages of Enterococcus spp. have supported their potential
use in environmental studies. These have also supported their use as surrogate
organisms of enteric viral pathogens because of their similar resistance patterns to
environmental stressors in primary and tertiary treatment processes and their similar
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inactivation rates in fresh water and marine waters. Initial data also suggest that
phages of Enterococcus spp. are not restricted to specific geographical areas (Purnell
et al., 2011; Santiago-Rodríguez et al., 2012), thereby widening their potential use in
global water quality monitoring studies.
Purnell et al. (2011) also studied the specificity of 390 host strains of Enterococcus
in order to detect their phages in wastewaters for the purpose of microbial source
tracking. Of the 390 host strains, 147 (37.7 %) were able to detect phages. Seven of
the viable host strains demonstrated 100 % specificity to either cattle, human or pig
samples. Enterococcus hosts with a specificity to cattle belonged to the species
Enterococcus casseliflavus, Enterococcus muntdii or Enterococcus gallinarum. The
host strains demonstrating specificity to humans and pigs were members of the
species E. faecium or E. faecalis. The study concluded that the high specificity and
relatively low cost of assessment indicated the potential of this phage group to be
utilised and developed further for microbial source tracking studies (Purnell et al.,
2011). However, according to the available literature, there is no evidence that the
presence and behaviour of phage infecting Enterococcus spp. within aquatic
sediments have been investigated.
2.8.3.5 Phages infecting Bacteroides spp.
Phages infecting Bacteroides spp. have been demonstrated to belong to the family
Siphoviridae (Figure 2.8). This group of phages possess a double-stranded DNA
genome located within a capsid that can be up to 60 nm in diameter (Ackerman,
2011; Diston et al., 2012).
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Figure 2.8. T.E.M. image of B. fragilis phage ATCC 51466 showing
kinked and straight-tailed virions.
(bar = 200 nm) (Hawkins et al., 2008)

Members of the host genus Bacteroides are Gram negative and obligate anaerobes.
Although they are strict anaerobes, they may be detected in wastewater and, as a
genus, they do not demonstrate enteric host specificity (Harwood et al., 2011). Some
species of Bacteroides do not demonstrate host specificity such as Bacteroides
fragilis RYC2056 (Puig et al., 1999). This bacterial species and associated phages
are therefore inappropriate markers for microbial source tracking. However, phages
infecting some specific Bacteroides sp., host strains have been shown to be highly
host-specific and have been successfully used to identify the sources of faecal
pollution in a range of environmental matrices (Tartera and Jofre, 1987; Blanch et
al., 2006; Ebdon et al., 2007; Wicki et al., 2011). Moreover, phages infecting
Bacteroides spp. have been successfully isolated from environmental sediments in at
least three studies, all utilising B. fragilis (HSP40) (Jofre et al., 1989; Araujo et al.,
1993; Lucena et al., 1996).
A study by Jofre (1989) identified phages of B. fragilis HSP40 in sediment, which
were found in greater numbers than Rotavirus and Enterovirus within marine
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sediment, thus suggesting their suitability as a surrogate for viral pathogens in this
matrix. It must be noted however that host strain B. fragilis HSP40 and its associated
phages do not show a high degree of sensitivity in the USA, UK, Sweden or
Thailand to allow for its effective use in these countries, where it was typically
detected at concentrations <10 pfu/100 mL (Jofre et al., 2014). Its geographical
stability is therefore a limitation.
B. fragilis phages have also been shown to be more resistant to natural inactivation
processes, such as increases in temperature and UV radiation, than F-specific phages
and somatic coliphages and this observation additionally supports their potential use
as surrogates of enteric viral pathogens (Araujo et al., 1997).
2.8.4

Phage isolation from environmental sediments

2.8.4.1 Enumeration from sediment
A number of studies (outlined in Table 2.8) have investigated the isolation of the
three key phage groups (namely, somatic coliphages: F-specific phages and phages
infecting Bacteroides spp.) from aquatic sediments. The studies focussed on a range
of elution protocols, enumeration methods and sediment types. Bacterial hosts
typically used were the non host-specific strains E. coli WG5 and Salmonella
typhimurium WG49, for the enumeration of somatic coliphages and F-specific
phage, respectively. Bacteroides HSP40 was the only human-specific host strain
studied.
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Table 2.8. Current environmental studies into faecally-derived phages in surface water sediments
Study
Jofre et al., 1989

Phage group isolated
B. fragilis phage

Host
(HSP40)

Elution protocol
0.25 M glycine buffer (pH 11.0)*

Enumeration method
MPN

Somatic coliphage

2 M NaNO3 / 3 % beef extract*

DLPA

0.1 % peptone saline

MPN

Marine

0.25 M glycine buffer (pH 10.5)

DLPA or MPN

River

PEG

DLPA

Estuarine

0.25 M glycine buffer (pH 9.0)

MPN

Marine

B. fragilis phage

S. typhimurium
(WG45/ WG49)
E. coli
(ATCC13706)
(HSP40)

Somatic coliphage

E. coli (WG5)

10 % beef extract (pH 9.0)

DLPA

Fresh Water

Martinez-Manzanares et al., 1992

Somatic coliphage

E. coli
(ATCC15766)
E. coli (K12)

Araujo et al., 1993

Somatic coliphage

E. coli (CN13)

F-specific phage

E. coli (HS [Pf
amp)R
(HSP40)

B. fragilis phage
Ferguson et al., 1996

F-specific (RNA) phage

Lucena et al., 1996

Somatic coliphage

Skraber et al., 2009a

Sediment types
Marine

S. typhimurium
(WG49)
MPN- Most probable number, DLPA- Double layer plaque assay, PEG- Polyethylene glycol, *- denotes method with highest recovery as part of the study validation
F-specific phage
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2.8.4.2 Methods for extracting phages from sediments
In order to isolate phages from sediments and quantify them, a reliable and effective
extraction method is essential. Extracting phages from solid particles for culturebased enumeration can be carried out using a number of different approaches,
including

re-suspension,

homogenisation

(which

may include

sonication),

clarification, extraction and neutralisation (Figure 2.9). The two most significant
issues related to this process to be considered are the composition and pH level of
the elution matrix into which the solids are suspended and the ratio between solids
and elution matrix during the suspension and homogenisation processes. The
literature relating to the extraction of phages from solids demonstrates a wide variety
of available elution buffers, but those most commonly used successfully appear to be
those that include beef extract and/or glycine at varying pH levels (Skraber et al.,
2009a; Mandilara et al., 2006; Monpoeho et al., 2001; Ahmed and Sorenson, 1995;
Jofre, et al., 1989).

Figure 2.9. Schematic protocol showing the basic principles of sediment elution
(A) sediment sample is added to a volume of elution buffer; (B) homogenisation for a period
of time allowing the buffer to come into contact with the virus/surface interface; (C)
clarification using centrifugation or settlement; and (D) supernatant removed and filtered to
remove bacterial contamination (the filtered supernatant may also be neutralised depending
on the elution buffer used or the pH required for final analysis).
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In order to determine the suitability of a particular approach, it is vital to assess
elution recovery rates. The time required for any proposed method and its ability to
extract a range of phage groups also needs to be considered when selecting an
appropriate extraction protocol.
2.8.5

Microbial source tracking (MST) tools

As discussed in the previous section, a range of phage groups have been isolated
from environmental sediments using a variety of elution protocols and culture-based
enumerations. These previous studies have provided an insight into the presence,
accumulation and inactivation of these groups of indicator viruses and have
supported the development of more effective hazard identification within the aquatic
environment. Many of these studies did not however identify the source of the faecal
contamination. The ability to determine the source of faecal contamination within a
water system, including sediments, is essential to assess the potential risk to public
health. Determining the source of contamination may also support mitigation of
further pollution events (Blanch et al., 2006). Identification of sources of faecal
contamination is important as faecal material from different sources may pose
different degrees of risk to human health. The presence of human faecal
contamination in a water body is likely to present a higher risk to human health than
that of non-human faecal contamination because of the presence of pathogenic
organisms, such as viruses, that have evolved to survive solely within the human gut.
Although non-human faecal contamination can include zoonotic pathogens of human
health significance, such as: Salmonella spp., E. coli (O157:H7), Campylobacter
jejuni, Giardia spp. and Cryptosporidium spp., it is probably the presence of human-
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specific viral pathogens in human faeces that accounts for the elevated risk they pose
to human health (Field and Samadpour, 2007).
The ability to identify sources of faecal contamination (and the methods to do this) is
termed ‘microbial source tracking’ (MST) (Hagedorn et al., 2011). MST methods are
an emerging area of applied environmental microbiology that focus on the
identification of sources of faecal contamination that may impact a water system and
provide risk managers with information on pollution sources (Santo-Domingo et al.,
2007). MST is of particular interest to those involved in the monitoring and
protection of waters used for recreation, drinking water supplies, aquifer protection
and the protection of aquaculture resources (Simpson et al., 2003).
2.8.6

MST examples

MST methods may be grouped into categories according to the methods used and are
hence classified as, library-dependent (phenotypic) (LD/P), library-dependent
(genotypic) (LD/G), library-independent (culture-independent) (LI/CI), library
independent (culture-dependent) (LI/CD), as outlined with examples in Table 2.9.
Here the detection of host-specific phage is listed within the LI/CD category.
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Table 2.9. Categories of MST methods with examples
Group

Library-dependent (phenotypic)

Library-dependent (genotypic)

Library-independent (culture-independent)

Library-independent (culture-dependent)

Examples of MST Tool

Source

Antibiotic resistance

Graves et al., 2007; Ebdon et al., 2004

Carbon-source utilisation

Ahmed and Katouli, 2008; Blanch et al., 2006

Fatty acid methyl ester profiling

Duran et al., 2009; Haznedaroglu, et al., 2007

Ribotyping

Kelsey, 2008; Scott et al., 2004

Repetitive element-based PCR

Mohapatra et al., 2007; Seurinck et al., 2005

Pulse-field gel electrophoresis

Meays et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2004

Amplified fragment length polymorphism

Leung et al., 2004; Gaun et al., 2002

Random amplified polymorphic DNA analysis

Venieri et al., 2004; Ting et al., 2003

Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis

D’Elia et al., 2007; Sigler and Pasutti, 2006

Host-specific 16S Rrna gene markers

Zheng et al., 2009; Mieszkin et al., 2009

Toxin/virulence gene markers

Balleste et al., 2010; Layton et al., 2009

Viral markers

Tong et al., 2011; Ahmed et al., 2010

Detection of Bifidobacterium spp.

Mushi et al., 2010; Ottoson et al., 2009

Detection of Clostridium perfringens

Farnleitner et al., 2010; Cimenti et al., 2005

Detection of Rhodococcus coprophilus

Jagals et al., 1995; Oragui and Mara, 1983

Detection of host-specific bacteriophage

Ebdon et al., 2012; Payan et al., 2005
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2.8.7

Specificity and Sensitivity

There are two key criteria relevant to the assessment of all MST methods, namely
‘specificity’ and ‘sensitivity’. Specificity has been defined as “the ability [of the
organism, or marker] to detect a source when faecal material is not present”
(Stoeckel and Harwood, 2007) and is calculated by dividing the frequency of
negative results by the number of samples that should not contain the target
organism or marker. Sensitivity has been defined as “the ability [of the organism, or
marker] to detect a source when faecal materials [of the source] are present”
(Stoeckel and Harwood, 2007). Sensitivity is calculated by dividing the frequency of
positive results by the number of samples that should contain the target organism or
marker. It is these two calculations that allow MST markers to be assessed and
compared with other MST tools.
2.8.8

Phages as MST tools

Bacteria and their associated phages are frequently used as microbial source
identifiers in microbial source tracking investigations that are designed to determine
the source of faecal pollution and/or indicator organism in water (Anderson et al.,
2005). Phages can be highly host-specific as a result of their mechanisms of
infection. The tail fibres, which are responsible for initial attachment to a bacterial
cell, contain proteins that recognise receptor molecules on their bacterial host cell
wall, facilitating host specificity and limiting their ability to infect other bacteria
(Kutter and Sulakvelidze, 2005).
Three categories of library-independent phage-based MST methods are recognised:
the identification of serotypes of F-specific RNA phages (Hsu et al., 1995; Jofre et
al., 2011); the identification of phages using specific Bacteroides spp. (Tartera and
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Jofre, 1987; Tartera et al., 1989); and the identification of phages using selected
Enterococcus spp. (Bonilla et al., 2010; Purnell et al., 2011; Santiago-Rodriguez et
al., 2013).
Bacteroides spp. represent a significant component of the gut microflora of humans
and are readily isolated from faeces so their associated phages represent potential
targets for MST (Payan et al., 2005). For example, strains of Bacteroides spp. have
been isolated that appear to be exclusively restricted to human faeces. Host strains
Bacteroides

fragilis

(HSP40),

Bacteroides

thetaiotaomicron

(GA14)

and

Bacteroides fragilis (GB124) all appear to be human-specific and have been shown
to be capable of discriminating between human and non-human sources of faecal
contamination (Tartera et al., 1989; Payan et al., 2005; Ebdon et al., 2007).
The use of phages of Bacteroides spp. as markers in the environment is also
supported by the fact that the host bacterium is a strict anaerobe, so phage
replication outside of the gut is highly unlikely, because it relies on a metabolicallyactive host. Whilst Bacteroides spp. have been shown to survive for up to six days
under oxic conditions, it is unlikely that their associated phages are able to replicate
when the bacterial host is exposed to environmental conditions.
To date, human-specific Bacteroides MST markers have only been studied in a very
limited number of sediment studies, all of which have used the human-specific host
species B. fragilis HSP40 to detect phage (Jofre et al., 1989, Araujo et al., 1993,
Lucena et al. 1996). Therefore, there remains a paucity of data concerning the
presence and behaviour of other human-specific phage in such matrices.
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2.8.9

Phages of Bacteroides fragilis (GB124)

Globally, there is a clear need for phage hosts that are source-specific but which are
not limited to specific locations. Bacteroides spp. have shown great promise in their
ability to distinguish sources of faecal contamination (Puig et al., 1999; Jofre et al.,
2014). However, because of the limitations of currently studied Bacteroides host
species such as RYC2056 and HSP40 (as discussed previously), efforts have been
made to isolate hosts with higher specificity and sensitivity that are suitable for a
variety of geographical regions (Payan et al., 2005).
Bacteroides fragilis strain GB124 (and its associated phage) has been identified as a
source-specific MST marker that is capable at relatively low-cost of discriminating
between human and non-human sources of faecal contamination, but its phages have
not as yet been isolated from, and quantified in, aquatic sediments (Payan et al.,
2005; Ebdon et al., 2007; 2012). Table 2.10 summarises the recent publications
reporting research into the development and application of phages of B. fragilis
(GB124) as a novel human-specific marker.
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Table 2.10. Published studies on phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124)
Studies
Payan et al., 2005
Ebdon et al., 2007
Vijayavel et al., 2010
Ebdon et al., 2012
Nnane et al., 2011
Nnane, 2011
Nnane et al., 2012
Diston et al., 2012
Ogilvie et al., 2012
Ogilvie et al., 2013
Harwood et al., 2013
Diston et al., 2014
McMinn et al., 2014
Diston & Wicki, 2015
Diston et al., 2015
Purnell et al., 2015
Purnell et al., 2016

Focus of study
Initial isolation of B. fragilis (GB124) host strain from
sewage
Initial environmental isolation in the United Kingdom
Potential use as a host strain in Hawaii (USA)
Correlation with pathogenic viruses in sewage
Environmental isolation from river and estuarine samples
Environmental isolation from river and estuarine samples
Environmental isolation from river and estuarine samples
Inactivation by UV-C radiation
Metagenomic analysis and ecological profiling of GB124
(B14) phage
Dissection of viral sequence
Multi-laboratory comparative study
Inactivation by UV-B radiation
Human specificity of B. fragilis (GB124) phage in the
United States
Occurrence of B. fragilis (GB124) phage in faeces in
Switzerland
Occurrence of B. fragilis (GB124) phage in groundwater
B. fragilis (GB124) phage used as models in membrane
bioreactors
B. fragilis (GB124) phage relationship with pathogenic
viruses through MBR

2.8.9.1 Isolation of phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) from wastewater
Phages of B. fragilis (GB124) have been isolated from raw municipal wastewater,
from a range of different sized treatment works (PE: 3000- 33,000) and final
effluent, as well as from wastewater recycling systems (MBR) in a number of recent
studies (Payan et al., 2005; Ebdon et al., 2007; Ebdon et al., 2012; McMinn et al.,
2014; Purnell et al., 2015). The mean concentration and range of phages isolated are
presented in Table 2.11. Phages of B. fragilis (GB124) have been demonstrated to
range in concentration from 2.00 to 4.78 log10 pfu/100 mL in municipal wastewaters
and their ready isolation from municipal wastewaters is critical to their use in
environmental studies, as untreated wastewaters and WWTW effluents are a primary
source of point-source faecal contamination of surface waters.
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Table 2.11. Studies in which phages of B. fragilis (GB124) have been isolated
from municipal wastewaters.
Values are stated as (log10 pfu/100mL)
Study
Mean
Range
Region
Payan et al., 2005
Ebdon et al., 2007
Ebdon et al., 2011
McMinn et al., 2014
Purnell et al., 2015

4.00
3.92
4.36
2.72
4.00

2.00 - 4.70
3.30 - 4.78
0.00 - 4.21
2.80 - 4.50

Spain
U.K.
U.K.
U.S.A.
U.K.

2.8.9.2 Specificity and sensitivity of phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124)
The human specificity of this phage group has been demonstrated in a number of
studies (Ebdon et al., 2007; Ebdon et al., 2011; Ogilvie et al., 2012; McMinn et al.,
2014), all of which identified phages of B. fragilis (GB124) in wastewater of
predominantly human faecal origin but did not detect them in samples of non-human
faecal origin. Diston and Wicki (2015) found B. fragilis (GB124) phages to be 100
% specific to faeces of human origin. Harwood et al. (2013) compared forty-one
MST methods employed by thirteen institutes and made critical comparisons
between these methods. The authors calculated the specificity of B. fragilis (GB124)
phage to be 66.7 %, based on a study of artificially-spiked freshwater composed of
twelve individual faecal samples from southern California. It may be argued,
however, that a composite of 12 individual faecal samples from the same geographic
region may not take into account other geographical areas for which the majority of
these methods are designed.
Table 2.12 summarises the reported specificity and sensitivity percentages for
various culture-based phage MST methods. It must be noted, however, that the
samples used as part of this multi-laboratory study were potentially biased towards
the methodologies employed for non-culture-based (molecular) techniques, as these
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were the main focus of the study. The study also included calculations of positive
predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV).
Table 2.12. Culture-based, human-specific MST markers.
Specificity/sensitivity and PPV and NPV. Non-specific somatic coliphage and F-RNA
phage have also been included.
Phage Host/Type

Specificity (%)

B. fragilis (GB124)
E. faecium (MB55)
Bacteroides sp. (HB73)*
F-RNA
Somatic coliphage

Sensitivity (%)

PPV(%)

NPV(%)

66.7
57.7
42.1
78.9
96.2
0.0
0.0
67.6
80.8
25.0
37.5
70.0
69.2
8.3
11.1
62.1
38.5
58.3
30.4
66.7
*-now understood to be an Enterococcus sp., (pers. comm.)

Adapted from Harwood et al., (2013)

B. fragilis (GB124) phages demonstrated the greatest ability to predict both human
faecal contamination and non-human contamination of all the culture-based
bacteriophage methods assessed. It could be argued that the use of a protocol that
was better suited to the phage-lysis method would have achieved higher levels of
specificity and sensitivity for this method and, more recently, a study conducted by
McMinn et al. (2014) has demonstrated far higher human specificity than that
reported in the previously mentioned study in environmental samples taken from
across the USA and Canada.
2.8.9.3 Environmental isolation of phages infecting B. fragilis GB124
Phages of B. fragilis (GB124) have been isolated from the aquatic environment in a
number of different studies (Ebdon et al., 2007; Nnane et al., 2011, 2012; Nnane,
2011). Ebdon et al. (2007) recorded mean levels of 2.58 log10 pfu/100 mL within a
temperate river catchment (UK), with a range between 0 and 4.30 log10 pfu/100 mL.
This study also demonstrated a decrease in levels of phages with increasing distance
downstream from wastewater effluent discharges. Nnane et al. (2011) concluded that
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the enumeration of phage infecting B. fragilis (GB124) can be used as a reliable and
relatively simple method to demonstrate the presence of human faecal pollution in
river catchments.
2.8.9.4 Ecology of phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) in the environment
Ecological studies are important to the development and application of MST as they
can elucidate similarities and differences between the behaviour of a proposed
pathogen surrogate and the target pathogen(s) within specific environmental
matrices. The two key ecological studies into the behaviour of phage of Bacteroides
(GB124) reported to date assessed the inactivation rates of representative phage in
response to UV stressors (Diston et al., 2012; 2014). This work first concluded from
phage diversity work that phages of B. fragilis (GB124) appear to be a homogenous
group, with morphology that was typical of the family Siphoviridae, with an
icosahedral capsid and helical non-contractile tail. Diston et al. (2012) concluded
that phages of B. fragilis (GB124) shared similar UV-C inactivation kinetics with
those of Siphoviridae, as reported in the literature. Figure 2.10 shows a scanning
electron micrograph (SEM) image of two examples of phages of B. fragilis (GB124).
The study suggested the potential use of this phage group as a surrogate of selected
enteric viruses during UV-C tertiary treatment of wastewater, as enumeration of the
group may provide a more accurate assessment of treatment efficiency than the
enumeration of commonly-used faecal indicator organisms and molecular markers.
Diston et al. (2014) concluded that phages of B. fragilis (GB124) are inactivated by
levels of UV-B radiation similar to those found within environmental waters,
potentially limiting their ability to determine remote inputs of faecal pollution in
areas subject to relatively high levels of solar radiation.
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A

B

Figure 2.10. T.E.M. image of typical phages of B. fragilis (GB124) demonstrating
morphologies suggestive of the Siphoviridae family.
A: B124-1, B: B124-12
(Diston et al., 2012)

To date, no studies appear to have been reported in to the levels and fate of phages of
B. fragilis (GB124) present in the sediment component of riverine systems.
2.8.9.5 Geographical stability of phages infecting B. fragilis GB124
In any MST study based on phage-lysis methods, the geographical stability of any
suggested bacterial host and its phages should first to be assessed in order to
determine whether a new host, which demonstrates better sensitivity in the desired
region, is required. B. fragilis (GB124) was originally isolated in the UK and has
shown great promise in this part of Europe as a human-specific MST marker (Payan
et al., 2005; Ebdon et al., 2007; Ebdon et al., 2011; Nnane et al., 2011; Nnane, 2011;
Nnane et al., 2012). Phages of B. fragilis (GB124) have also recently been shown to
be effective in the United States (and Japan, pers. comm.) as identifiers of human
faecal contamination (McMinn et al., 2014). However, some studies have suggested
that its geographical stability may be a limitation. Vijayavel et al. (2010) observed
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that the host strain B. fragilis (GB124) was ineffective in recovering phage from
sewage samples in Hawaii and a more suitable host, namely Enterococcus sp., HB73 (originally believed to be a species of Bacteroides) was more effective in this
area. Phages of B. fragilis (GB124) were detected at relatively low levels in a study
in Cyprus, and efforts are being made to identify a more suitable host strain for this
location (pers. comm.). Needless to say, in the UK, phages infecting B. fragilis
(GB124) have shown considerable promise and research is ongoing to develop and
apply the method further.
2.8.9.6 Correlation of phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) with viral pathogens
Correlation with target pathogenic viruses further supports the use of B. fragilis
(GB124) as a MST marker and demonstrates its potential use as a pathogen
surrogate, as a component of quantitative microbial risk assessments (QMRA).
Ebdon et al. (2012) demonstrated a significant positive correlation between phage
infecting B. fragilis (GB124) and the presence of genomes of human-specific viral
pathogens, such as human adenovirus (Hadv) and norovirus (NV) genogroups (I and
II). Samples that were positive for Hadv and NV were shown consistently to contain
phages of B. fragilis (GB124). Phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) were
enumerated in all municipal wastewaters studied at concentrations of between 3.30
and 4.78 log10 pfu/100 mL.
Phages of B. fragilis (GB124), Hadv and NV were also found to be restricted to
samples impacted by human faecal pollution. Somatic coliphages, faecal coliforms
and intestinal enterococci were present in all samples containing pollution of both
human and non-human faeces and in municipal wastewaters were found at
concentrations of around 1-3 log10 higher than those of phages of B. fragilis (GB124)
phages. The findings indicated that a water sample that is positive for phages of B.
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fragilis (GB124) may not necessarily contain Hadv and NV but that a water source
that is negative for phages of B. fragilis (GB124) suggests the absence of any
significant human faecal contamination, including the pathogens Hadv and NV
(Ebdon et al., 2012). However, the authors concluded that the detection of phages of
B. fragilis (GB124) could not yet be advocated as a replacement for the detection of
human viral pathogens in water for the purposes of quantitative microbial risk
assessment. The findings also pointed to the potential future use of this relatively
low-cost technique for the management of pathogen hazards in aquatic
environments, particularly within water safety plans and particularly as a tool for
water quality management in less-economically-developed countries (LEDC).
Another key finding of this study was that levels of B. fragilis (GB124) phages were
observed not to be significantly lower in treated effluent from a wastewater treatment
plant than in the raw wastewater entering the treatment works, which suggests that,
under certain conditions, phages (and possibly enteric viral pathogens) may not be
effectively removed by widely used wastewater treatment processes (Ebdon et al.,
2012).
An important reason for selecting representative human-specific markers of faecal
contamination (such as phages of B. fragilis (GB124)) is to protect human health
through a health-based quantitative risk assessment framework. High specificity and
sensitivity, combined with relatively high levels of environmental stability ensure
that the detection of enteric viruses, such as phages of B. fragilis (GB124), remains a
promising tool for determining risks associated with contaminated waters.
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2.8.10 Rationale for the research described here
It has become apparent that, for the reasons outlined earlier, commonly-used faecal
indicator organisms, such as E. coli and intestinal enterococci, are not effective
public health protection tools for all environmental settings. Research that may lead
to the identification and application of alternative indicators, including those that
might be suitable targets for microbial source tracking, is therefore required and the
US Environmental Protection Agency has identified research into phages infecting
Bacteroides spp. as a high priority area (Ashbolt et al., 2007). Phages capable of
infecting B. fragilis GB124 are now recognised to represent a powerful humanspecific microbial source tracking tool (MST) (Ebdon et al., 2007; Nnane et al.,
2011, 2012; Nnane, 2011 ; Ogilvie 2013; McMinn et al., 2014) and potentially a
low-cost surrogate for certain enteric viral pathogens, such as norovirus (Ebdon et
al., 2012). Whilst studies in several countries have shown these phages to be present
in a wide range of surface waters and shellfisheries impacted by human populations,
little is known about their behaviour and possible persistence in sediment matrices.
Like many source-specific markers they are less abundant than general indicators of
faecal contamination, which can make apportioning sources problematic as they are
often present in overlying waters at levels close to the theoretical limits of detection.
Sediments may therefore offer a more desirable target for future MST studies as the
levels of these phages may be higher than in the overlying waters and their microbial
population may be more representative of longer term pollution levels and
characteristics Therefore, the ability to extract and enumerate this group of phages
from a range of aquatic sediment matrices is vital if their full potential as both
human-specific faecal markers and potential enteric viral surrogate is to be fully
realised (Araujo et al., 1997; Weinbauer et al., 2007). The research described in this
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thesis therefore sought to determine the abundance and accumulation of B. fragilis
GB124 phage within environmental sediments and to demonstrate the potential for
using a powerful MST marker within this matrix. It was envisaged that the findings
of the research may improve our understanding of the applicability of phage-based
approaches to indicate faecal pollution and potentially to act as pathogen surrogates
in sediment matrices, thereby contributing to efforts to develop quantitative
microbial risk assessment models for critical-control-points in the transmission of
waterborne disease
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3.

Chapter Three: Materials and methods

Whenever possible, existing international standard methods (ISO) and methods
widely described in the academic literature were used for laboratory protocols.
Aseptic techniques and conditions were maintained and both positive and, negative
controls were used during laboratory procedures to ensure repeatability and accuracy
of the results. Glassware was acid-washed and sterilised by autoclaving at 121 °C for
15 mins before use. Media and reagents were prepared according to manufacturers’
or other published guidelines and stored under the conditions prescribed.

The

following chapter describes the experimental design of each stage of the study
(including field and laboratory-based work), along with the microbiological and
physicochemical methods used for microbial detection, recovery, and enumeration.
3.1

Method validation

3.2

Selected methods

Method validation was carried out to assess the ability of four elution protocols to
recover B. fragilis (GB124) phages from sediments. The four methods chosen are
outlined in Table 3.1, and details of these elution methods are presented in section
3.7.4.
Table 3.1. The four elution protocols tested
Protocol Elution Buffer
1
2
3
4

3.3

Source

0.25 M glycine (pH 9.5)
3 % beef extract/0.1 M sodium borate (pH 9.0)
10 % beef extract (pH 9.0)
10 % beef (pH 7.2)

(Jofre et al., 1989)
(Albert and Schwartzbrod, 1991)
(Ahmed and Sorenson, 1995)
(Guzmán et al., 2007)

Test materials for method validation

To investigate elution recoveries it is vital to produce a uniform standard test matrix.
In this study, sterile river water, spiked at a level of c. 2 x 104 plaque-forming units
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(pfu g-1 DM) (dry mass) of B14 phage, was added to 10 g DM sterile substrate per
test. The sediment substrate chosen was kaolinite clay, a clay used in other studies
into phage/sediment characterisation (Templeton et al., 2005). This represented a
‘worst case scenario’ for the catchment as the binding strength of clays is greater
than that of silts and sands (Skraber et al., 2009a). To produce the desired test
matrix, 240 g of kaolinite was spiked with the desired concentration. This was then
divided into 24 equal volumes for each test. The four elution protocols were each
tested in replicates of six. Phage enumeration of each supernatant was analysed in
duplicate.
3.4

Catchment investigation

In order to assess the concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediments
within the river catchment, intensive environmental monitoring was conducted. The
sampling protocol and temporal and geographical considerations are outlined below.
The River Ouse was chosen as the study catchment as it provides a range of point
source and diffuse sources of human and non-human faecal pollution. This river has
also been characterised in terms of both microbiology and chemistry with research
spanning 20 years conducted by University of Brighton. Research presented within
this Thesis will add to the vast body of knowledge regarding this river.
3.4.1

Sampling Protocol

Sediment samples were obtained from twenty five sites within the River Ouse
catchment (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2) every month over the six-month catchment study
period (January to June, 2014). Table 3.2 lists all sites. Sediments were cored using
an auger, according to the protocol outlined in section 3.6.1. Each site was selected
to represent the diversity of land use, sediment type and faecal inputs along the main
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river and its associated tributaries. The sites were also chosen to provide a
geographically wide range of locations within the river catchment. Sediment samples
were analysed for concentrations of faecal coliforms, intestinal enterococci, somatic
coliphage and B. fragilis (GB124) phages. Additional microbiological data for
overlying water samples (c. 30 cm below the surface) at the chosen sampling sites,
obtained by research colleagues working alongside the author on the European
Union Regional Development Funded (Interreg IV-A) project –RiskManche, were
used in this study, with the permission of those responsible for gathering these data,
for the purposes of comparisons between riverine matrices.
3.5

River catchment overview and sampling locations

The River Ouse (East Sussex, UK) is 67 km in length and flows within a catchment
that drains an area of 396 km2 to its tidal limit (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. The River Ouse catchment

(OART, 2015)
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It is the second largest river catchment in the region after the River Adur. The River
Ouse and its tributaries comprise 273 km of waterways within the following four
catchment areas: upper Ouse; middle Ouse; lower Ouse; and the river Uck
(Environment Agency, 2008). The upper to middle regions consist of varied pool
and riffle systems, with areas upstream of weir systems showing relatively deep and
slow flowing water. The lower reaches of the Ouse, south of Sutton Hall Weir,
downstream of site 11 and before the confluence of the River Uck (site 12), are of
more uniform depth, traversing alluvial silts and clays. Downstream of site 20
(Barcombe Mills), the river is tidal and the flow is regulated by a half-weir at
Hamsey. This is located between site 20 and site 23 and downstream from the
confluence of tributaries associated with site 21 and site 22 (refer to Figure 3.2)
(OART, 2015).
The tributaries also make a significant contribution to flow and pollution levels in
the main river. The tributaries within the upper catchment are small shallow streams,
draining over geology of sandstones and clays. These streams are typically highly
responsive to rainfall events. Middle tributaries entering the catchment are generally
similar, although some are more similar to lowland streams with underlying geology
of clays and alluvium (OART, 2015). The Bevern and Northend Streams are
tributaries that have their confluence with the main river in the lower catchment.
These tributaries have spring sources within the South Downs chalk aquifer and their
bed geology primarily is composed of greensands and clays. The largest tributary is
the River Uck, which enters the River Ouse mid-catchment in Isfield village (OART,
2015).
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Figure 3.2. The River Ouse catchment showing the twenty five sampling sites used in
this study
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The catchment as a whole is impacted by both human wastewaters and agricultural
inputs, but it is predominantly a rural catchment with only 7% of the catchment
classified as urban (E.A., 2006). Figure 3.3 displays land-use in the Ouse catchment
where key land-use types are evident.

Figure 3.3. Land-use in the river Ouse catchment including sample
points. Land-use data kindly provided by RiskManche (Interreg IV-A)

The primary urban areas comprise five major towns: Hayward’s Heath (population
c.23,000); Lindfield (population c.5,400); Uckfield (population c.14,000); Lewes
(population c.16,000); and Newhaven (population c.12,000). The average annual
rainfall for the catchment ranges between 700 and 1000 mm (Environment Agency,
2008). There is a significant input of partially treated wastewaters (of predominantly
human origin) from over twenty wastewater treatment works (Ebdon et al., 2007).
Seven of these effluent discharges to the river are considered to be large, namely:
Scaynes Hill WWTW; Barcombe Mills WWTW; Uckfield WWTW; East
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Chiltington WWTW; Ditchling WWTW; Hamsey WWTW; and Ringmer WWTW.
Scaynes Hill WWTW contributes the largest proportion of this input (representing
30% of the total load of final municipal effluent discharging to the river). There are
also recognised to be a number of poorly maintained septic tanks (Environment
Agency, 2005).
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Table 3.2. Sampling sites chosen for the environmental survey
Site #

Tidal (T)/
non-tidal (NT)
NT

Site name

River

1

Upper Ryelands Bridge

R. Ouse

2

Shell Brook

Shell Brook

NT

3

Lindfield

Scrase Stream

NT

4

East Mascalls

R. Ouse

NT

5

Cockhaise Brook

Cockhaise Brook

NT

6

Scaynes Hill/ Freshfields

R. Ouse

NT

7

Pellingford Brook

Pellingford Brook

NT

8

Fletching Mill Bridge

R. Ouse

NT

9

Searles Lake Stream

Searles Lake Stream

NT

10

Shortbridge

Short Bridge Stream

NT

11

Sharps Bridge

R. Ouse

NT

12

Isfield Bridge

R. Ouse

NT

13

Anchor Inn

R. Ouse

NT

14

Longford

Longford Stream

NT

15

Iron River

Iron River

NT

16

Station Road Plumpton

Bevern

NT

17

East Chiltington

Trib. of R. Bevern

NT

18

Plumpton Road

U. Longford Stream

NT

19

Banks Farm

R. Bevern

NT

20

Barcombe Mills

R. Ouse

21

Wellingham House

Trib. R. Ouse

NT

22

Northend Stream

Northend Stream

NT

23

Lewes

R. Ouse

24

Glynde

Glynde Reach

25

Newhaven

R. Ouse Estuary

T

T
NT
T

The World Health Organization suggests that the most accurate way to determine
microbial load is to analyse a water body over a suitable period of time (WHO,
2006). In this way, seasonal variations and peak events are considered (Schoonover
and Lockaby, 2006). Consequently, the study period was designed to run from
January (winter) 2014 to June (summer) 2014, thus encompassing a range of
differences in water temperature, ambient air temperature, UV radiation intensity and
variations in river flow rates.
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3.6

Sediment coring and analysis
3.6.1

Coring technique

A core (diameter 40 mm) was taken from as close to the centre of river channel as
was safe to access and the top 20 mm of sediment were collected, to represent the
sediment component most likely to become re-suspended in a turbulent event, as
reported by other workers (Boehm et al., 2009; Helton et al., 2006; Lucena et al.,
1996). On each occasion, sediment cores were placed into a sterile 100 mL plastic
container (Fisher), stored at a temperature of between 1 and 5 °C and analysed
within 24 hrs.
3.6.2

Dry mass analysis

Microbial indicator concentrations in the sediment matrix were expressed as colonyforming units (cfu), or plaque-forming units (pfu) per 100 g-1 dry mass (DM). To
calculate DM, a homogenised portion of sediment sample was pre-weighed and
desiccated at 105 °C in ceramic crucibles (pre-heated) for 24 hrs (Craig et al., 2002).
The crucibles were pre-weighed prior to use and their mass was subtracted from the
resultant dry mass and crucible mass combined post drying, see equation below:

DM= dry mass (g); Cm= crucible mass (g); CmDS= crucible mass & dried sediment (g)

The volume of water within the wet sediment was also calculated and included in
result calculations. Equation for water volume calculation shown below:

Vw= volume of water in sediment (mL); Ws= mass of wet sediment (g)
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3.7

Elution and enumeration of microbial parameters
3.7.1

Bacterial elution protocol

Elution of sediments is essential in order to extract associated bacterial cells for
detection and enumeration purposes effectively. Following the procedure outlined by
Craig et al. (2002), sediments were suspended in peptone saline solution (1 g
bacteriological peptone, 8.5 g NaCl, 1000 mL deionised water (DI) water, pH 7 ±
0.2) at a ratio of 1:10 (w/v). Samples were mixed using an orbital shaker (StuartSSL1) for 15 minutes to disperse sediments and were then sonicated for 10 mins in
an ultrasonic bath (Grant- XUBA 3).
3.7.2

Faecal coliform enumeration

Culture-based bacterial (membrane filtration) analysis was used to assess the faecal
coliform concentrations in the overlying waters and sediments using standard
procedures (ISO9308-1) (ISO9308-1, 2000a). All analyses were carried out within
24 hours of sampling. Faecal coliforms were enumerated by membrane filtration and
grown on BD DifcoTM mFC agar, produced according to the manufacturer’s
guidelines. A defined volume of sample (depending on dilution requirements) was
filtered through a 0.44 µm membrane (Sartorius), placed onto the mFC agar and
incubated at 44.5 ± 0.2 °C for 24 ± 2 hrs. Typical dark blue colonies (of various
shades) (grey, reddish-grey or cream colonies were not counted) were enumerated
following the incubation period and results were expressed as cfu (colony-forming
units) 100 ml-1 for water and as cfu/100 g-1 DM for sediment samples.
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3.7.3

Intestinal enterococci enumeration

Culture-based bacterial analysis (membrane filtration) was used to assess
concentrations of intestinal enterococci in the overlying waters and sediments using
standard procedures (ISO7899-2) (ISO7899-2, 2000b). All analyses were carried out
within 24 hrs of sampling. Intestinal enterococci were enumerated by membrane
filtration and grown on BD DifcoTM m-Enterococcus agar, produced according to the
manufacturer’s guidelines. A defined volume of sample (depending on dilution
requirements) was filtered through a 0.44 μm membrane and placed onto the mEnterococcus agar and incubated at 37.5 ± 0.2 °C for 44 ± 2 h. Typical colonies (red
through to maroon colour) were counted following the incubation period and the
results were expressed as cfu/100 mL-1 for water and cfu/100 g-1 DM for sediment
samples.
3.7.4

Phage elution protocols

Elution protocols are used in order to extract phages from solid particles for
detection and enumeration purposes effectively. Four elution protocols were used
during various stages of this study.
1. 0.25 M glycine pH 9.5 (Jofre et al., 1989) - 10 g dry mass of sediment were
added to 30 mL of 0.25 M glycine (pH 9.5) (1:3 w/v). The suspension was
stirred at 500 rpm for 120 min. at 4 °C. The suspension was centrifuged at
5000 g for 60 min. (4 °C) to clarify it and the supernatant was then filtered
through a 0.22 µm filter (Millipore, MA, U.S.A) (to remove background
bacteria) and the pH was adjusted to 7.2.
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2. 3 % beef extract/0.1 M sodium borate pH 9.0 (Albert and Schwartzbrod,
1991) – 10 g dry mass of sediment sample were added to 360 mL 3% beef
extract/0.1 M sodium borate (pH 9.0). The suspension was then stirred for
500 rpm for 15 min. The suspension was sonicated on ice for 1 min. and
centrifuged at 10,000 g for 45 min. The supernatant was filtered through a
0.22 µm filter (Millipore, MA, U.S.A) (to remove background bacteria) and
the pH was adjusted to 7.2.

3. 10 % beef extract pH 9.0 (Ahmed and Sorenson, 1995) – 10 g dry mass of
sediment were added to 90 mL 10% beef extract (pH 9.0) (1:9 w/v). The
suspension was stirred at 500 rpm for 30 min. The suspension was then
sonicated on ice for 5 repetitions of 1 min. The suspension was stirred again
for 5 min. and then centrifuged at 5000 g for 60 min. The supernatant was
filtered through a 0.22 µm filter (Millipore, MA, U.S.A) (to remove
background bacteria) and adjusted to a pH of 7.2.

4. 10 % beef extract pH 7.2 (Guzmán et al., 2007) – 10 g dry mass of sediment
sample were added to 100 mL 10 % beef extract (pH 7.2) (1:10 w/v). The
sediment/ eluant suspension was magnetically stirred for 20 min. at room
temperature. The mixed sample and eluant were centrifuged at 4000 g at 4 °C
for 30 min. to clarify. The supernatant was extracted and filtered through a
0.22 µm filter (Millipore, MA, U.S.A) (to remove background bacteria). This
method was selected as the most effective means of recovering B. fragilis
GB124 phage and was consequently used for all elution stages during the
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main study. This elution buffer has also been recommended by US EPA
(2003) and Deboosere, et al. (2012) for the elution of viruses from sediments.
3.7.5

B. fragilis (GB124) phages and somatic coliphages enumeration

Water samples and sediment elutions were tested for the presence of somatic
coliphages and phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) using double-layer agar plaque
assay techniques, as described by Adams (1959), which have more recently been
used in water quality analysis using a standardised method (ISO10705-(2 &
4):2001). Phage samples and supernatants were stored at 4 ± 3 °C and analysed
within 72 hrs of initial sampling. In a previous study, no significant decrease in
phage levels had previously been observed in samples refrigerated at this
temperature over this period of time (Mendez et al., 2002), but, whenever possible,
samples were analysed within 24 hrs.
Inocula of host cultures for both Escherichia coli WG5 and B. fragilis GB124 were
cultured and used for the double-layer plaque assay techniques. A 1 mL volume of
host culture (E. coli WG5 or B. fragilis GB124) at the optimum optical density
(exponential phase) and 1 mL of sample were added to 2.5 ml of molten semi-solid
agar (Modified Sholtens agar or Bacteroides Phage Recovery Medium agar,
respectively). The mixture was homogenised by vortex, distributed onto full-strength
Modified Sholtens agar or Bacteroides Phage Recovery Medium agar and allowed to
set. Plates were then inverted and incubated either aerobically (E. coli WG5) or
anaerobically (B. fragilis GB124) for 21 ± 3 hours at 36 ± 2 ° C.
Following incubation, zones of lysis (plaques) were enumerated and expressed as
plaque-forming units per 100 mL (pfu/100 ml-1), or calculated as a proportion of
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tested sediments, i.e., as plaque-forming units per 100 g of dry mass (pfu/100 g-1
DM). This calculation was based on that of Skraber et al. (2009a):

Where: S = plaque-forming units per gram of dry mass (pfu/100 g-1 DM): P = plaque
forming units per mL eluant (pfu mL): Ve = volume of eluant (mL): Vw = volume of
pore space water within sediment (mL); and, DM = dry mass of sediment analysed
(g).
3.7.6

Phage recovery and quality control

On each occasion, positive and negative control plates were set up to assess the
stability of the methods for detection and enumeration of somatic coliphages and
phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124). If plaque formation was not observed on
control plates or sample plates, the results were rejected. If plaque formation was not
observed on positive plates but observed on sample plates, the results were accepted.
3.8

Production of stock phage

Concentrations of stock phages were required in order to assess accurately the
efficacy of the various elution methods outlined above and to produce positive
control plates for routine phage enumeration.
Concentrated phage stocks of somatic coliphages were achieved by aseptically
isolating 20 plaques of varying morphologies from primary wastewater effluent and
suspending these in 50 ml of phage buffer (19.5 mM Na2HPO4, 22 mM KH2PO4,
85.5 mM NaCL, 1 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2), in accordance with a previously
published approach (Puig and Gironés, 1999). Twenty plaques were isolated on each
ocassion, as other authors have previously suggested that this is the minimum
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number required to represent phage diversity (Bianchi and Bianchi, 1982). The
suspended plaques were incubated at 5 ± 3 °C for 4 h and the stock filtered through
0.22 µm syringe-driven filters to separate the phages from the host bacterial
contamination. Stocks were then stored in brown glassware to protect them from UV
light at 5 ± 3 °C prior to analysis. A dilution series was carried out to assess
concentration, expressed as pfu/100 mL. Concentrated stocks of B. fragilis GB124
phage (B14) were produced by propagating an existing stock (isolated during a
previous project using the same procedure) and spiking into 50 ml of phage buffer
(19.5 mM Na2HPO4, 22 mM KH2PO4, 85.5 mM NaCL, 1 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM
CaCl2).
3.9

Application of geographical information systems (GIS)

ArcGIS 10.2.2 was used in this study to produce maps and graphical data of the
River Ouse catchment.
3.10 Statistical analysis
Statistical testing was carried out using “Statistical Package for Social Sciences”
(SPSS 20), “Minitab 17” and “Microsoft Excel 2007” This subsection is split into
two additional sections in order to outline the various statistical approaches adopted
for each component of this study. A 95 % confidence interval (p= 0.05) was applied
to test significance between data sets (Field, 2009).
3.10.1 Elution method validation
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Minitab 17) for ‘goodness of fit’ was used in order
to ascertain the distribution of data for each of the four elution protocols
investigated. The data were found to be normally distributed and consequently
parametric methods were used to compare the various elution protocols.
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One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed using Minitab 17 to test
the hypotheses:
H0= All means are equal.
HA= There is a difference in at least two of the means of each test.
Tukey’s Pairwise Comparison was used as an additional post hoc test to categorise
the four protocols according to their effectiveness.
3.10.2 Catchment investigation
Normality tests for each data set (e.g., faecal coliforms in sediment; intestinal
enterococci in water; temperature; conductivity) were carried out using KolmogorovSmirnov probability plots (Minitab 17). Microbial data sets were not found to be
normally distributed and consequently non-parametric tests were used for statistical
analysis. Helsel (1987) highly recommends that statistical analysis of environmental
data sets is carried out using non-parametric tests. Water quality data are typically
non-normally distributed and performing data transformations (e.g., log10) prior to
using parametric tests can lead to errors in the statistical process (Helsel, 1987).
The Mann-Whitney test (Minitab 17) was used to compare levels of each microbial
parameter between the overlying water (Interreg data (RiskManche), used with
permission) and sediment (author’s own data) (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3. Test comparisons made using Mann-Whitney
1
FC Water vs FC Sediment
2
IE Water vs IE Sediment
3
SC Water vs SC Sediment
4
GB124 Water vs GB124 Sediment
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H0= There is no significant difference between median concentrations in the
overlying waters and the sediment
HA= Median concentrations are significantly different between sediment and in the
overlying water
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SPSS 20), (a non-parametric test) was used
to assess statistical dependence between each set of variables as data were not
normally distributed. Significance was tested at the p= 0.01 level and p= 0.05 level,
based on a two-tailed significance. The statistical data are presented in Chapter Four
and Five and discussed in Chapter Six.
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4.

Chapter Four: Results- Method Validation
4.1

Method Validation

In order to select the most effective available elution method for the isolation of B.
fragilis (GB124) phages, a method validation was carried out, as described in
Chapter Three. In this chapter, the outcomes of the method validation processes are
described. As mentioned in Chapter Three, this was achieved by critically evaluating
the efficacy of four previously described methods developed by Jofre et al. (1989),
Albert and Schwartzbrod (1991), Ahmed and Sorenson (1995) and Guzmán et al.
(2007), as listed previously in Table 3.1.
Six replicate experiments were carried out for each of the four elution methods, thus
providing sufficient data for statistical analysis. Data from the method validation
study were shown to be normally distributed and consequently an arithmetic mean
was used for statistical comparisons.
Initial inspection of the mean values for recovered phages showed that Protocol 4
recovered the highest concentrations of spiked phage, with a percentage recovery of
66.35 %. Detailed results for each protocol are presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1
displays numeric data and a box plot to provide a clearer depiction of the results.
Table 4.1. Arithmetic mean, standard deviation and standard errors of the elution
experiments using Protocols 1-4. Percentage recovery data are also shown
Protocol
1

2

4

3
4

Mean (pfu g-1 DM)

12.65 (5.54)

8.8x103 (513.49)

9.4x103 (413.24)

1.3x10 (662.31)

Standard Error

2.26

209.63

168.70

270.39

66.35
0.06
43.94
47.10
Recovery (%)
DM = Dry Mass; pfu= Plaque-forming units Standard Deviation expressed in brackets after mean.
(n=6)
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Figure 4.1. Boxplots of the four elution protocols used showing the recovery of B124-14
phages from the control matrix.

In order to assess whether the recovery observed using Protocol 4 was significantly
greater than that achieved using the other tested protocols, further statistical analysis
was required. Statistical analysis to demonstrate the best protocol was carried out
using the parametric statistical test, one-way analysis of variance (one-way
ANOVA), followed by Tukey Pairwise Comparisons. Minitab (17) was used for this
test.
H0= All means are equal
HA= There is a difference in at least two of the means of each test.
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Using one-way ANOVA an F= value (ratio between two mean square values) of
862.59 was calculated, corresponding to a p= value of 0.00. This shows a strong
assumption against H0, therefore HA can be accepted as there is a statistically
significant difference between at least two of the mean values. The Minitab output
for this statistical test is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. One-way ANOVA results for elution validation

One-way ANOVA:
Jofre et al., Albert & Schwartzbrod, Ahmed and Sorenson, Guzman et al.,
Method
Null hypothesis
Alternative hypothesis
Significance level

All means are equal
At least one mean is different
α = 0.05

Equal variances were assumed for the analysis.
Analysis of Variance
Source
Factor
Error
Total

DF
3
20
23

Adj SS
564861794
4365640
569227433

Adj MS
188287265
218282

F-Value
862.59

P-Value
0.000

Tukey Pairwise Comparison (95 % C.I.) categorised methods in order of recovery
efficiency. These results are shown in Table 4.3. Protocol 4 showed a significantly
higher recovery than the other tested methods. The Minitab output for this statistical
test is displayed in Table 4.4
Table 4.3. Ranking of the four elution protocols using Tukey test. Mean recovery values
also shown.
Protocol
Mean recovery (pfu g-1 DM) Grouping*
1.33 x 104

A

9.42 x 10

3

B

2. Albert and Schwartzbrod, 1991

8.79 x 10

3

B

1. Jofre et al., 1989

1.27 x 101

C

4. Guzmán et al., 2007
3. Ahmed and Sorenson, 1995

*Means that do not share a letter are significantly different (n=6)
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Table 4.4. Tukey pairwise comparisons results
Tukey Pairwise Comparisons
Grouping Information Using the Tukey Method and 95%
Confidence
Factor
Guzman et al., 2007
Ahmed and Sorenson, 1995
Albert & Schwartzbrod, 1991
Jofre et al., 1989

N
6
6
6
6

Mean
13270
9419
8787
12.65

Grouping
A
B
B
C

Means that do not share a letter are significantly
different.

The results presented here therefore show that the method presented by Guzman et
al. (2007) provides a significantly more effective elution protocol for the detection
and enumeration of B. fragilis (GB124) phages than the three other selected
protocols. This method validation therefore provided a suitable approach to
implement within the catchment-level component of this research programme.
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5.

Chapter Five: Results- Catchment-scale investigation
5.1

Catchment-scale investigation

The results described in this chapter relate to the detection and enumeration of faecal
coliforms, intestinal enterococci, somatic coliphages and phages infecting B. fragilis
(GB124) in sediments and their overlying water column. The prevalence and
concentration of each microbial indicator are presented, along with graphical
representations and statistical analysis of the key relationships between microbial
indicators, physico-chemical parameters and meteorological conditions. This
component of the work is key to elucidating how B. fragilis (GB124) phages might
be used effectively as microbial source tracking organisms and as a potential tool for
hazard identification in sediment matrices. It is important to note that microbial
indicator and physico-chemical data reported here that relate to overlying waters
derives from a study funded by the European Union Regional Development Funded
project (RiskManche). These data are used here for comparative purposes with the
kind permission of the RiskManche team. All microbial enumeration methods for
data presented here were carried out in accordance with the methodologies described
in Chapter Three.
5.1.1

B. fragilis (GB124) phages in water and sediment

Between January and June 2014, 150 water and 150 sediment samples were
collected and analysed for phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) from 25 separate
sites (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2) comprising river/estuarine and coastal environments.
B. fragilis (GB124) phages were detected in 34/150 (23 %) water column samples
and in 22/150 (15 %) of the sediment samples analysed. In total B. fragilis (GB124)
phages were isolated from either overlying waters and/or sediment at twenty of the
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total twenty-five sites (80 %), suggesting human faecal inputs at these sites (Figure
5.1). The results also revealed that B. fragilis (GB124) phages were isolated more
frequently from the overlying water 17/25 (68 %) than they were from the sediment
13/25 (52 %), over the six-month study period (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1 displays B. fragilis (GB124) phages concentrations between the source
(site 1) of the river and the estuary (site 25), with higher concentrations of human
faecal contamination in sediment found in the mid-catchment to lower estuary areas.

Figure 5.1. B. fragilis (GB124) phage levels concentrations in overlying water and sediment
at 25 sites within the study catchment over the six-month study period.
(Error bars based on standard error (n= 6))

Figure 5.2 below displays sites at which B. fragilis (GB124) phages were detected in
the R. Ouse catchment, giving an indication of the prevalence of this MST marker
within the catchment
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Figure 5.2. Sites at which phages of the human-specific Bacteroides GB124 were detected
in sediment during the six-month study period
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Additionally, Table 5.1 shows combined descriptive data for B. fragilis (GB124)
phages in both sediment and the overlying water. It is important to note that although
GB124 phages were isolated more frequently in water samples than sediment
samples, they were on average, detected in greater numbers in the sediment than in
the overlying water column.

Table 5.1. Combined data for all water and sediment
samples at the 25 sites for B. fragilis (GB124) phages
Overlying Water
Sediment
(pfu/100 mL-1)
(pfu/100 g-1 DM)
<50
<500
Min
<50
<500
Median
3.00x101
2.73x102
Mean
6.50x102
6.00x103
Max
1
8.15x10
9.07x102
St. deviation
0
6.67x10
7.41x101
St. error
150
150
n

Table 5.2 displays mean concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediment at
sites with positive detections and maximum concentrations observed at each site
over the six-month study period. The sites have been ranked by mean value.
Table 5.2. B. fragilis (GB124) phage concentrations in sediments over the
six-month study period (sites at which the phages were not detected have
been excluded)
Mean
Site Mean (pfu/100g DM) (n=6)
Max (pfu/100g DM)
Rank
1
13
1.35 x 103
6.00 x 103
2
12
1.09 x 103
3.83 x 103
2
3
8
9.75 x 10
5.32 x 103
2
4
11
8.69 x 10
2.66 x 103
2
5
23
8.68 x 10
3.12 x 103
2
6
15
7.14 x 10
3.75 x 103
2
7
25
2.53 x 10
1.01 x 103
8
6
1.77 x 102
1.06 x 103
2
9
22
1.76 x 10
1.06 x 103
1
10
24
8.64 x 10
5.18 x 102
1
11
9
8.61 x 10
5.17 x 102
1
12
14
8.60 x 10
5.16 x 102
1
13
4
8.56 x 10
5.13 x 102
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The relationship between concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediment
and the associated overlying water was also assessed using Spearman’s Rank
Correlation Coefficient (Minitab 17) and revealed a significant correlation between
concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in the overlying waters with those in
the associated sediments (p= 0.015) (Table 5.3).
Table 5.3. Spearman’s Rank output showing correlation
between B. fragilis (GB124) phages in water and sediment
(n= 150)
Water (pfu/100 mL-1)
Corr. Coef.
0.199*
Sediment
Sig.
(2-tailed)
(pfu/100 g-1 DM)
0.015
p - value
*correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

To assess whether there was a significant difference between concentrations of B.
fragilis (GB124) phages detected in the overlying waters and concentrations detected
in the sediment, a Mann-Whitney test was conducted. This demonstrated a
significant difference between concentrations in the overlying waters and the
sediment with concentrations in the sediment being significantly higher (Table 5.4),
thus potentially presenting a greater hazard to human health as a result of the
potential presence of pathogens of human health significance.
Table 5.4. Mann-Whitney output of significant
difference between concentrations of B. fragilis
(GB124) phages found in water and the sediment
Median
-1
100.0
Water (pfu/100 mL )
1059.1
Sediment (pfu/100 g-1 DM)
992
W= sum of ranks
0.00
p-value

The data presented in this section demonstrate that B. fragilis (GB124) phages can be
successfully isolated from environmental sediments using the elution protocol
selected during the first phase of the research project and that their concentrations in
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sediments are significantly greater than in the overlying waters. The implications of
this are discussed further in Chapter Six.
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5.1.2

Detection and enumerations of somatic coliphages in water and
sediment

Having demonstrated that B. fragilis (GB124) phages can be successfully isolated
from environmental sediments, it was considered important to demonstrate the
recovery levels of other key microbial indicator groups for comparison. Somatic
coliphages, a non human-specific phage group consisting of a broad group of
different-sized phages were also tested in parallel with B. fragilis (GB124) phages
and the results of these analyses are outlined below.
Somatic coliphages were detected in the overlying waters in 143 of the 150 samples
(95%) tested. Positive detection of these organisms in sediment samples was less
frequent and they were only detected in 57 of 150 samples (38%) tested. In total,
somatic coliphages were isolated from both water and/or sediment at all of the
twenty-five sites, suggesting faecal inputs at all locations throughout the catchment
(Figure 5.3). The results also show that somatic coliphages were typically isolated
more frequently from overlying waters than in the corresponding sediment. Somatic
coliphages were isolated from the overlying waters at all 25 sites over the six month
period compared with 23 of 25 sites for sediment detection (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. Somatic coliphage concentrations in water and sediment at 25 sites within the
study catchment over the six-month study period.
Error bars based on standard error (n= 6)

Descriptive data are presented in Table 5.5 for the combined data for somatic
coliphages in both the overlying water and sediment matrices for additional
reference.
Table 5.5. Combined data for all water and sediment
samples at the 25 sites for somatic coliphages
Overlying waters
Sediment
(pfu/100 mL-1)
(pfu/100 g-1 DM)
<50
<500
Min
3
1.10x10
<500
Median
3
2.56x10
3.08x103
Mean
5.00x104
5.61x104
Max
3
4.84x10
8.06x103
St. deviation
2
3.95x10
6.58x102
St. error
150
150
n

Concentrations of somatic coliphages in the overlying waters showed a highly
significant correlation between concentrations in the associated sediments (p=
0.000). This statistical analysis was conducted using Spearman’s Rank correlation
coefficient (Minitab 17) (Table 5.6). This highlights that increases in somatic
coliphage within the overlying water correspond to increases of somatic coliphages
in the sediment.
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Table 5.6. Spearman’s Rank output showing correlation
between somatic coliphages in water and sediment (n= 150)
Water (pfu/100 mL-1)
Corr. Coef.
0.285*
Sediment
Sig. (2-tailed)
-1
(pfu/100 g DM)
0.000
p - value
*correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

In order to investigate whether a greater hazard to human health from faecal
contamination may be related to the sediment than to the overlying water column,
concentrations of somatic coliphages found in the water column and the sediment
were compared statistically. A significant difference was identified between
concentrations in the overlying waters and the sediment, with concentrations in the
sediment being significantly higher (Table 5.7).
Table 5.7. Mann-Whitney output of significant
difference between concentrations of somatic
coliphages found in overlying water and the
corresponding sediment
Median
1200.0
Water (pfu/100mL-1)
3086.4
Sediment (pfu/100 g-1 DM)
7435
W= sum of ranks
0.00
p-value

The data presented in this section demonstrate that somatic coliphages are highly
abundant in both water and sediment samples within the catchment and that faecal
contamination is widespread within the study catchment. The presence of high
concentrations of enteric phages of human and non-human origin in sediments
suggests that there may be a potentially elevated risk to human health from zoonotic
and/or human-specific pathogens associated with the sediments compared with
overlying waters. This point is explored in greater detail in Chapter Six.
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5.1.3

Detection and enumeration of faecal coliforms in water and
sediment

The following two sections present the results from an assessment of two widelyused bacterial faecal indicator organisms, namely faecal coliforms and intestinal
enterococci. Faecal coliforms were detected in the majority of water samples (146 of
150, 97%), compared with the sediment samples (79/150, 53%) during the six-month
study period.
In total, faecal coliforms were isolated from water and/or sediment samples at all of
the twenty-five sites, suggesting evidence of faecal contamination throughout the
catchment (Figure 5.4). The results also show that faecal coliforms were typically
isolated more frequently from overlying waters than the sediment. Faecal coliforms
were isolated in overlying waters at all sites over the six-month period whereas they
were detected in sediments at 23 of 25 sites (Figure 5.4). These proportions are
similar to those reported for somatic coliphages and this observation reinforces the
intrinsic relationship between faecal coliforms and their associated phage group.
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Figure 5.4. Faecal coliform concentrations in water and sediment at 25 sites within the study
catchment over the six-month study period.
Error bars based on standard error (n= 6)

Table 5.8 presents combined descriptive data. Initial inspection of these data shows
greater concentrations of faecal coliforms in the sediment than in the overlying
water.
Table 5.8. Combined data for all water and sediment
samples at the 25 sites for faecal coliforms
Overlying water
Sediment
(cfu/100 mL-1)
(cfu/100 g DM-1)
<5
<500
Min
5.00x102
5.18x102
Median
9.92x102
8.03x103
Mean
4
1.14x10
2.72x105
Max
3
1.52x10
2.97x104
St. deviation
1.24x102
2.42x103
St. error
150
150
n

Concentrations of faecal coliforms in the overlying water showed a significant
positive correlation with those in the associated sediments (p= 0.018) (Table 5.9).
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Table 5.9. Spearman’s Rank output showing correlation
between faecal coliforms in water and sediment (n= 150)
Water (cfu/100 mL-1)
Corr. Coef.
0.194*
Sediment
Sig. (2-tailed)
-1
(cfu/100 g DM)
0.018
p - value
*correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

To assess whether there is a significantly greater concentration of faecal coliforms in
the sediments than in the overlying water, a Mann-Whitney test was conducted. A
significant difference was found between concentrations in the water column and the
sediment, with concentrations in the sediment being significantly higher (Table
5.10).
Table 5.10. Mann-Whitney output of significant
difference between concentrations found in overlying
water and the sediment
Median
-1
550
Water (cfu/100 mL )
4210.8
Sediment (cfu/100 g-1 DM)
13017
W= sum of ranks
0.00
p-value

It can therefore be concluded from these faecal coliform results that this bacterial
faecal indicator group is prevalent in the study catchment in both water and
sediments and that their significantly higher concentrations in sediments may
represent an elevated hazard to human health from a wide variety of excreta-borne
pathogens of human and zoonotic origin, should humans come into contact with the
sediment.
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5.1.4

Detection and enumeration of intestinal enterococci in water and
sediment

Intestinal enterococci were detected in the water column in 127 of 150 samples
(85%) tested. Intestinal enterococci in sediment samples were less commonly
detected, with 42 of 150 (28%) samples testing positive for this indicator. In total,
intestinal enterococci were isolated from overlying water and/or sediment at all of
the twenty-five sites during the six-month study period, again suggesting extensive
faecal contamination throughout the catchment (Figure 5.5). The results also show
that intestinal enterococci were typically isolated more frequently from water at
specific sites than the sediment. Intestinal enterococci were detected in the overlying
waters at all sites and in the sediment at 20 of 25 sites.

Figure 5.5. Intestinal enterococci concentrations in overlying water and sediment at 25 sites
within the study catchment over the six-month study period.
Error bars based on standard error (n= 6)

Descriptive data for combined results (all sites) are presented in Table 5.11 for
additional reference. It is interesting to note that, on initial viewing, levels appear to
be higher in the sediment than in the overlying water.
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Table 5.11. Combined data for all overlying water and
sediment samples at the 25 sites for intestinal
enterococci
Overlying water
Sediment
(cfu/100 mL-1)
(cfu/100 g-1 DM)
<5
<500
Min
2.00x102
<500
Median
2
3
4.39x10
2.37x10
Mean
4
1.51x10
1.02x105
Max
1.29x103
1.02x104
St. deviation
2
1.05x10
8.36x102
St. error
150
150
n

To assess the relationship between intestinal enterococci in the sediment and in the
overlying water, statistical analysis was carried out using Spearman’s Rank
correlation coefficient (Minitab 17) (Table 5.12). Intestinal enterococci showed a
significant correlation between concentrations in the overlying waters compared with
those in the associated sediments (p= 0.038).
Table 5.12. Spearmans Rank output showing correlation
between intestinal enterococci in water and sediment (n= 150)
Water (cfu/100 mL-1)
Corr. Coef.
0.169*
Sediment
Sig.
(2-tailed)
(cfu/100 g-1 DM)
0.038
p - value
*correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

To investigate whether sediments pose a potentially greater human health hazard
associated with faecal contamination than the overlying water a Mann-Whitney
statistical analysis was carried out. A significant difference was identified between
concentrations of intestinal enterococci in the overlying water and the sediment, with
concentrations in the sediment being significantly higher (Table 5.13). This may
therefore imply that there is a greater hazard from zoonotic and potentially humanspecific pathogens associated with sediments than there is from the overlying waters.
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Table 5.13. Mann-Whitney output of significant
difference between concentrations found in water and
the sediment
Median
250.0
Water (cfu/100 mL-1)
1837.8
Sediment (cfu/100 g-1 DM)
5872
W= sum of ranks
0.00
p-value

The results presented in this section therefore show that intestinal enterococci are
prevalent in both water and sediments throughout the catchment and that their
concentrations in the sediment are significantly greater compared with those
recorded in the overlying water column. This observation therefore indicates that the
sediment presents a potentially greater hazard to human health than the overlying
water column.
5.1.5

Comparison of ratios of concentrations of indicators detected in
sediments and overlying water

The results of this study show that human faecal contamination is present within the
study catchment and that all microbial indicators were found, on average, at
significantly elevated concentrations in sediments, compared with those found in the
overlying waters. To develop this issue further, it is important to assess how much
greater are the concentrations within the sediment. This section therefore presents
data relating to the ratios of all microbial indicators, between concentrations found in
sediments and those present in overlying waters.
To give an indication of how much greater the hazards associated with the sediments
may be, ratios were calculated between both overlying water and sediment matrices.
In order to calculate these, only samples in which the microbial indicators were both
detected in overlying waters and the corresponding sediment were used. Figure 5.6
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presents ratios between overlying water and sediment for each of the four microbial
indicators (including B. fragilis (GB124) phage) on a log10 scale in order to
encompass the wide range of concentrations encountered. Accompanying data are
presented in Table 5.14.

Figure 5.6. Mean log10 ratios of the concentrations of each
microbial indicator recorded in the overlying water and sediment.
Maximum ratio indicated by extended bar.
Microbial indicators were recorded at concentrations that were on average between
0.9 and 1.8 log higher in sediment than in the overlying water. Somatic coliphages
showed the lowest average ratio and lowest maximum ratio. B. fragilis (GB124)
phages demonstrated a higher ratio, with a greater maximum ratio than that
demonstrated by somatic coliphages. In contrast, bacterial parameters showed
similar ratios of concentration between overlying water and sediment. Faecal
coliforms and intestinal enterococci were recorded at concentrations that were on
average 1.7 to 1.8 log higher in sediment than in the overlying waters. Faecal
coliforms showed the greatest maximum ratio with log 5.0 higher concentrations of
faecal coliforms detected in the sediments than the overlying water.
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Table 5.14. Numeric data to accompany figure 5.5 displaying ratios of
microbial indicator concentrations between overlying water and sediment
FC
56
2309
79

Average Ratio
Maximum Ratio
n
5.1.6

IE
64
1169
40

SC
7
111
56

GB124
25
120
9

Source apportionment of human and non human-specific
markers

The data presented in sections 5.1.1- 5.1.2 regarding concentrations of B. fragilis
(GB124) phages and somatic coliphages in both water and sediment have the
potential to be used for source apportionment studies. Muniesa et al. (2012), used
abundance ratios between human-specific (B. thetaiotaomicron (GA17)) and non
human-specific (somatic coliphage) markers to distinguish between waters
contaminated with human and non human faecal pollution. The data presented
below displays mean abundance ratios at each site between somatic coliphage and B.
fragilis (GB124) phages as explored by Muniesa et al., 2012. Non-detect data has
been adjusted to half of the lower limit of detection to accurately calculate ratios.
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Figure 5.7. Mean abundance ratios between somatic coliphage
and B. fragilis (GB124) phage in water at the 25 study sites
(n=6) (Confidence Interval of 95 % expressed as error bars)
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Figure 5.8. Mean abundance ratios between somatic coliphage
and B. fragilis (GB124) phage in sediment at the 25 study sites
(n=6) (Confidence Interval of 95 % expressed as error bars)

Higher ratios may indicate a greater abundance of non human-specific faecal
contamination. Lower ratios indicate a greater abundance of human-specific faecal
contamination. Abundance ratios in the overlying waters are typically 1 log higher
than those in the sediment and are likely caused by the lower frequency of non-detect
data within the overlying waters. Although the data presented demonstrates that
abundance ratios can be calculated, the data collection was not designed for source
apportionment. Non-detect data and the large number of sample sites does not allow
for accurate source apportionment to be made. An in-depth point source
contamination assessment would be needed to inform the appropriate selection of
sample points for a source apportionment study. Non-detect data could also be
minimised using concentration techniques. It would also be important to incorporate
data on non-specific Bacteroides spp., phage concentrations such as Bacteroides host
strain RYC2056 (Muniesa et al., 2012), so their environmental dynamics such as
inactivation are more closely matched to the human-specific marker (B. fragilis
GB124 phages). The inclusion of abundance ratios of similar organisms such as
RYC2056 acts as a validation of the abundance ratios displayed above.
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5.1.7

Relationship between indicators in water and sediment matrices

Relationships between concentrations of each microbial indicator in the sediment
and the overlying water column were investigated in order to elucidate further
whether B. fragilis (GB124) phages may represent a useful MST marker in
sediments. Figure 5.9 presents log10 concentrations of each microbial indicator in
both the overlying water and sediment matrices. Concentrations recorded in the
sediment were typically higher than those recorded in the water samples, with
greater concentrations of faecal coliforms (followed by somatic coliphages, intestinal
enterococci, and B. fragilis (GB124) phages) recorded in sediment. Bacterial
indicators demonstrated greater variance in their concentration in the sediments than
did the viral indicators. When comparing all FIOs, their concentrations in the
overlying water were lower, with somatic coliphages showing the greatest median
value, followed by faecal coliforms, intestinal enterococci and B. fragilis (GB124)
phages.

Figure 5.9. Log10 concentrations of faecal coliforms (FC), intestinal
enterococci (IE), somatic coliphages (SC) and B. fragilis (GB124)
phages in water (W) and sediments (S).
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In order to assess whether B. fragilis (GB124) phages correlate significantly with the
other three non-specific FIOs, further statistical analysis was undertaken using the
non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test. Significant positive
correlations were found between faecal coliforms and intestinal enterococci (p=
0.000) and somatic coliphages (p= 0.000), and between intestinal enterococci and
somatic coliphages (p= 0.000). B. fragilis (GB124) phages did not significantly
correlate with the other indicators and, interestingly, showed a negative correlation
with faecal coliforms (Table 5.15).
Table 5.15. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between indicators in sediments over
the six-month study period
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
-0.025
0.588**
0.439**
FC
p-value
0.000
0.000
0.763
Corr. Coef.
0.030
0.499**
IE
p-value
0.000
0.714
Corr. Coef.
0.045
SC
p-value
0.587
Corr. Coef.
GB124
p-value
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
(n= 150)

The results presented here show that faecal coliforms appear to be the most abundant
FIO investigated, in both sediments and overlying waters. The least abundant FIO
investigated appears to be B. fragilis (GB124) phages, which is unsurprising given
the high specificity of this phage group. More interestingly, further statistical
analysis demonstrated the independence of B. fragilis (GB124) phages from the
other more commonly used ‘generic’ (non-source specific) FIO.
5.1.8

Physico-chemical parameters

Statistical analyses were undertaken to assess the relationship between
environmental changes that may impact concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124)
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phages and the other tested FIO. Relationships between faecal indicators, matrices
and physicochemical parameters (turbidity; conductivity; salinity; pH; and
temperature) were assessed.
5.1.8.1 The relationship between overlying water turbidity and microbial
concentrations in the water and sediment
In many situations, turbidity is used as a simple determinant to rapidly assess water
quality and therefore it is potentially useful to elucidate relationships between
turbidity and microbial hazards. Turbidity in the overlying waters correlated
significantly and positively with faecal coliforms (p= 0.038) and intestinal
enterococci (p= 0.002) concentrations in the overlying waters. However, the phage
indicators investigated did not show a significant correlation with turbidity and their
concentrations in the overlying waters (Table 5.16). This observation suggests that
whereas turbidity may be an appropriate indicator of bacterial hazards in river water,
it is likely to be a less effective indicator of viral contamination in this matrix.
Table 5.16. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between turbidity and indicator group
in the overlying water
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
0.149
-0.058
0.170*
0.254**
p-value
0.038
0.002
0.069
0.479
Turbidity
n
150
150
150
150
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

Conversely, turbidity levels in the overlying waters demonstrated a significant
positive correlation with concentrations of somatic coliphages (p= 0.014) in the
sediment as well as with concentrations of faecal coliforms (p= 0.036) and intestinal
enterococci (p= 0.008) in the sediment. B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediment did
not show a significant correlation with turbidity in the overlying water (Table 5.17).
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Table 5.17. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between turbidity and indicator group
in the sediment
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
0.058
0.172*
0.214**
0.201*
Turbidity

p-value
n

0.036
150

0.008
0.014
0.481
150
150
150
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

This observation suggests that assessment of water column turbidity cannot be used
to indicate the presence of human-specific faecal contamination in either sediment or
the overlying water.
5.1.8.2 The relationship between overlying water conductivity and microbial
concentrations in water and sediment
Increases in conductivity of the overlying water showed a significant negative
correlation with concentrations of intestinal enterococci (p= 0.019) and somatic
coliphages (p= 0.037) in sediment (Table 5.18). No significant correlations were
observed between faecal coliforms and B. fragilis (GB124) phage concentrations in
sediments with respect to electrical conductivity of overlying waters.
Table 5.18. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between conductivity and microbial
indicator in sediment.
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
-0.090
0.050
-0.192*
-0.170*
p-value
0.276
0.019
0.037
0.544
Conductivity
n
150
150
150
150
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Water conductivity also showed some significant correlations with microbial

indicators in the overlying waters. Concentrations of faecal coliforms (p= 0.000) and
somatic coliphages (p= 0.021) in the overlying water showed a significant negative
correlation with levels of conductivity. However, concentration of intestinal
enterococci and B. fragilis (GB124) phages showed no significant correlation with
levels of conductivity in the overlying waters (Table 5.19).
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Table 5.19. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between conductivity and microbial
indicator in the overlying water
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
-0.086
-0.120
-0.289**
-0.188*
Conductivity

p-value
n

0.000
150

0.295
0.021
0.145
150
150
150
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

5.1.8.3 The relationship between overlying water salinity and microbial
concentrations in water and sediment
Salinity of the overlying water showed no significant correlations with the
concentrations of microbial indicators in sediment (Table 5.20).
Table 5.20. Spearmen’s rank correlation coefficient between overlying water salinity and
microbial concentrations in sediment
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
-0.086
0.001
-0.048
-0.098
p-value
0.293
0.991
0.562
0.234
Salinity
n
150
150
150
150
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

Significant negative correlations were identified between faecal coliforms (p=
0.017), somatic coliphages (p= 0.001), and B. fragilis (GB124) phages (p= 0.028)
and salinity in the overlying water. Intestinal enterococci did not show a significant
relationship with salinity (Table 5.21).

Table 5.21. Spearmen’s rank correlation coefficient between overlying water salinity and
microbial concentrations in water
FC
IE
SC
GB124
Corr. Coef.
-0.195*
-0.057
-0.277**
-0.179*
Salinity

p-value
n

0.017
150

0.489
0.001
0.028
150
150
150
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
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The data presented may indicate that sediments have a protective effect on faecal
coliforms, somatic coliphage and B. fragilis (GB124) phages, protecting them from
adverse changes in water salinity as no significant differences were identified
between salinity and microbial concentrations in the sediment compared with the
negative correlation observed between salinity levels and microbial concentrations in
the water (excluding intestinal enterococci).
5.1.8.4 The relationship between pH of overlying waters and microbial
concentrations in water and sediment
To assess whether the pH level of the overlying water had a significant impact on
microbial indicators concentrations within the overlying waters and sediment, nonparametric analysis was carried out as the microbial data were not normally
distributed. There were however, no significant correlations observed between the
pH of the overlying waters and microbial concentrations in the water or sediment.
5.1.9

The effect of water temperature

It was considered important to assess the effect of seasonal variations in the
concentrations of microbial indicators in order to determine whether microbial
hazards are influenced by changes in ambient air/water temperature and UV
radiation intensity. Values for the temperature of overlying water were normally
distributed, so one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey pairwise comparisons
(Minitab 17) were used to evaluate monthly differences in water temperatures (Table
5.22). A significant difference was recorded in water temperatures between all
months, except between April and May. Mean monthly water temperatures in the
catchment ranged from 6.5 °C in January to 17.2 °C in June.
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Table 5.22. One-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey
pairwise comparison
Mean Water
Tukey
Month
n
Temperature (°C)
Grouping
January
6.48
E
25
February
8.12
D
25
March
10.75
C
25
April
12.92
B
25
May
13.04
B
25
June
17.17
A
25

During the six-month study period, concentrations of faecal coliforms (p= 0.012),
intestinal enterococci (p= 0.000), and somatic coliphages (p= 0.000) in the sediment,
demonstrated significant negative correlations with water temperature (95% C.I)
(Table 5.23). Concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phage in the sediment did not
show a significant correlation with temperature of the overlying water, although a
weak positive correlation was identified (rho= 0.010).
Table 5.23. Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficient between
indicator concentrations in the sediment and temperature of
the overlying waters
Indicator
Corr. Coef.
p-value
n
FC
-0.205
0.012* 150
IE
-0.407
0.000* 150
SC
-0.285
0.000* 150
GB124
0.010
0.902 150

Water temperature and concentrations of microbial indicators in the overlying waters
were not significantly correlated (95% C.I). However, interestingly a similar pattern
was evident in the overlying water (as it was in the sediment), in that faecal
coliforms, intestinal enterococci and somatic coliphages all showed negative
correlations, whereas B. fragilis (GB124) phages again showed a positive correlation
(rho= 0.061) (Table 5.24).
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Table 5.24. Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficient between
indicator concentrations and temperature in the overlying
waters
Indicator
Corr. Coef. p-value
n
FC
-0.067
0.414
150
IE
-0.142
0.083
150
SC
-0.082
0.316
150
GB124
0.061
0.456
150

The three non human-specific indicators (Faecal coliforms; intestinal enterococci;
and somatic coliphage) in sediments showed a statistically significant decline in
concentrations with an increase in overlying water temperature. This trend was not
observed with non human-specific indicator concentrations in the overlying waters.
This may suggest that sediments are a better indicator of long-term contamination at
a given site as concentrations of indicators exhibit relationships with seasonal
changes in temperature.
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5.1.10 River flow variation and sediment resuspension
The resuspension of contaminated sediments may cause the return of microbial
pathogens into the water cycle and potentially into raw waters used for drinking
water abstraction. Resuspension is principally governed by changes in river water
velocity. Figure 5.10 presents river flow data (obtained from South East Water Plc)
at the extraction point of Barcombe Mills Drinking Water Treatment Works,
upstream from site 20 and downstream of the confluence of the River Ouse and the
Bevern stream.
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Figure 5.10. Flow rates of the river Ouse measured at Barcombe Mills over the six-month
study period. Sample dates indicated on horizontal axis.

Six periods of high flow rate (> 10 m3/s) can be observed. Velocity can be calculated
by:

Where: V= velocity (m/s), F= flow volume (m3/s) and A= cross sectional area of
river (m2). The cross sectional area of this point in the river has been estimated to be
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approximately 15 m2. With reference to Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2 (Knighton, 1984,
after Hjulström, 1935), it is possible to estimate the resuspension of different grain
sizes according to river velocity. The resuspension velocity thresholds (the velocity
at which entrainment occurs) for each grain size (clay, silt and sand) are presented in
relation to calculated river velocity during the study period in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Calculated velocities of the river Ouse at Barcombe Mills showing
entrainment velocities for each grain size.

It can be observed that on three occasions (07/03/2014; 08/04/2014; and 08/05/2014)
river velocity exceeded the threshold to re-suspend silt particles according to
Knighton, 1984. Interestingly these events do not coincide with rainfall (p-value =
0.187 (n= 217)). These events may be caused by controlled opening of Oil Mill
Lock, which is situated upstream from Barcombe Mills and immediately upstream of
sample point 13. At this location, the opening of this lock may represent the most
common cause of resuspension of sediment-associated pathogens into the water
column.
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6.

Chapter Six: Discussions, conclusion and suggestions for further work
6.1

Discussion

The aim of this study was to elucidate aspects of the behaviour and ecology of
certain enteric phages in river sediments. It was envisaged that this would provide
important information to underpin the future developments and applications of
phage-based MST methods. This aim was achieved by first identifying a method
suitable for the extraction of B. fragilis (GB124) phages from sediments found in the
River Ouse catchment (as discussed in section 6.1.1). The selected method was then
used in a catchment-level investigation to identify the presence and concentrations of
B. fragilis (GB124) phages within the catchments sediments. Concentrations of three
other key faecal indicator organisms (FIO) were assessed in parallel to facilitate
comparison with other studies. In section 6.1.2. the relationship between
concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages and these FIO in sediments is critically
evaluated to determine the potential value of B. fragilis (GB124) phage as a novel
tool for indicating faecal contamination in river catchment studies. Furthermore, the
dynamics of B. fragilis (GB124) phages within sediments, and the relationships with
microbial and chemical data obtained from the overlying water (such as varying
water/sediment ratios, physicochemical relationships, and temporal variations) are
also discussed and evaluated.
6.1.1

Method Validation

The selection of the most efficient elution method was vital to the task of
undertaking the catchment-level investigation. An assessment of the literature
identified four suitable methods for the elution of bacteriophages from aquatic
sediments.
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Data and statistical analysis (Chapter Four) demonstrated that the method with the
highest recovery of B. fragilis GB124 (B124-B14) from a controlled matrix of
kaolinite was a beef extract method, which was first published by Ahmed and
Sorenson (1995) and refined by Guzmán et al. (2007). The method uses a 10 % beef
extract solution, adjusted to pH 7.2 and used at a ratio of 1:10 (w/v). The results of
this study also support previous findings that that this type of elution buffer and
protocol are effective at recovering phages from sediments (USEPA, 2003;
Deboosere, et al., 2012; Murthi et al., 2012). A study by Monopoeho et al. (2001)
identified that, of the eight elution protocols tested, the two demonstrating the
highest recovery of viruses were beef extract methods, in accordance with the results
presented in this study. Monopoeho et al. (2001) also recognised that beef extract
was effective at recovering viruses for both culture-based and non-culture-based
enumeration.
Interestingly, the method selected by Monopoeho et al. (2001) was a protocol
selected for testing in this study (Ahmed and Sorenson, 1995). Mignotte et al. (1999)
also identified the method used by Ahmed and Sorenson to be the most effective way
to recover B. fragilis phages from sludges. However, direct comparisons between the
differing pH levels between this study and that conducted by Monopoeho et al.
(2001) and Mignotte et al. (1999) cannot be made because of the differing target
organism (enteroviruses) and matrix (sludge) studied.
Successful completion of the method evaluation phase effectively demonstrated the
most appropriate available protocol for use in the main body of the study. It is also
important to consider the enumeration/detection method employed for the
supernatant from the elution protocol. Culture-based enumeration methods (based on
phage-lysis of the bacterial host) employ elution protocols that do not reduce phage
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infectivity or the growth of the bacterial host using the plaque assay method.
Conversely, elution methods for genetic enumeration may employ methods that
demonstrate better recovery of genetic material, but which may cause damage to the
infective nature of the phage. This damage could be caused by extreme pH levels in
the elution buffer, or levels of additional chemicals and nutrients that may be
unfavourable for phage lysis or bacterial host growth, such as high salinity or
nutrient levels (e.g., proteins) that may be toxic to the bacterial host.
It is recognised that high pH levels more effectively remove phages from charged
particles but this is countered by the damaging effect of high alkalinity on the viral
unit. The damaging effect of high pH may be suggested by the results of this study,
as those methods employing higher pH levels were generally associated with lower
phage recovery; although the four elution protocols varied in other ways such as
chemical composition of the elution buffer, which may have also negatively
impacted the recovery rates encountered during this study. Guzmán et al. (2007)
demonstrated that the recovery rate of somatic coliphages from wastewater sludges
did not vary significantly between pH values of 7.2 and 9.0. Alternatively, nonculture-based (molecular) techniques require (and potentially benefit from) different
elution protocols to those used in studies in which culture-based enumeration is used.
Elution recovery for studies using non-culture-based enumeration may benefit from
greater pH levels than those encountered in elution protocols used in culture-based
studies, although high pH levels may have a damaging effect on genetic material and
thus reduce recovery when molecular enumeration is carried out. The observation
that nutrients and chemicals in the elution buffer may inhibit molecular detection
methods must also be considered (Monopoeho et al., 2001).
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To summarise, a suitable and relatively simple elution method was identified for the
effective extraction of B. fragilis (GB124) phages from river sediments. The method
has also been used effectively to extract B. fragilis (GB124) phage from particulate
matter in: raw sewage; mixed liquor; and sludges (unpublished data). The method
may potentially be used to extract this phage group from other solid matrices, such
as soils, biofilms, suspended sediments and wastewater sludges, although further
method validation would be needed to check the efficacy of the method with these
different matrices. The method using 10% beef extract (pH 7.2) was predicted to be
suitable for elution of Bacteroides spp. by Guzman et al. (2007) and has been
demonstrated to be effective in this study.
6.1.2

Catchment-level investigation

6.1.2.1 Assessment of human-specific hazards within the catchment sediments
The river-catchment study presented in Chapter Five demonstrates that phages of B.
fragilis (GB124) can be successfully extracted from river sediments and enumerated
as a potentially useful additional component of sanitary investigations of rivers,
based on a toolbox of faecal indicator organisms. This approach to MST overcomes
the frequently encountered issue of detection sensitivity (often due to the lower
concentrations of source-specific organism, compared to non-source specific
organisms), as the concentrations of phage in the overlying water tended to be closer
to the limit of detection of the method than concentrations found in the sediments.
The higher concentrations of phage typically present in the sediments, combined
with the fact that they are likely to have been deposited over a longer period of time
(compared with a grab sample of phage suspended within the water column), suggest
that this matrix may reveal more about long-term, persistent, or discrete sources of
contamination. As such, they may afford a more useful assessment of the potential
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hazards to recreational water users or the management of drinking water abstraction
points.
It is important at this point to consider those sites at which B. fragilis (GB124)
phages were not detected in either the sediments or the overlying water column. At
sites 2 (Shell Brook), 3 (Scrase Stream), 5 (Cockhaise Brook), 16 (River Bevern)
and 18 (Longford Stream), phages of human-specific B. fragilis (GB124) were not
detected in sediment cores or the overlying water column, which suggest that inputs
of human faecal contamination at these points in the river are very limited. However,
although phages infecting B. fragilis (GB124) were undetected during this study, it
cannot be assumed that these sites are entirely unaffected by human faecal
contamination such as possible inputs arising from leaking septic tanks. Moreover,
these sites are located in the upper reaches of the main river and associated
tributaries and are primarily fed by springs in the chalk aquifer with no wastewater
treatment work effluents discharging into the river upstream of these sites. They are
therefore unlikely to be impacted significantly by human faecal contamination and it
can be assumed that hazards associated with the presence of human-excreta-borne
pathogens at these locations are relatively low. However, relatively high (e.g., >103
cfu/100mL of faecal coliforms) levels of non host-specific indicators of faecal
pollution were detected at these sites, suggesting input of non-human faeces (in this
catchment probably from cattle and sheep) and the hazard of human infection by
zoonotic pathogens such as: Campylobacter Jejuni; Cryptosporidium spp; shigatoxin
producing E. coli; and toxigenic E. coli: should be recognised.
B. fragilis (GB124) phages were detected in sediments at a number of sites, thus
demonstrating the presence of human faecal contamination in the catchment. Table
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5.2 lists those sites at which the sediment tested positive for B. fragilis (GB124)
phages and presents the mean levels observed during the six-month study period.
Sites 4 (East Mascalls), 6 (Scaynes Hill), and 8 (Fletching Mill Bridge), all located
on the River Ouse, showed progressively higher mean concentrations of B. fragilis
(GB124) phages in the sediment, with a lower concentrations observed at site 11
(Sharps Bridge). The lower concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phage at site 11
may be due to a less contaminated tributary (Searle Lake Stream) joining the main
body of the river between sites 8 and 11. Higher mean concentrations of B. fragilis
(GB124) phage are then observed at site 13, reflecting a probable high input of B.
fragilis (GB124) phages upstream of site 12 (from the River Uck tributary).
Tributaries that show evidence of higher concentrations of human faecal pollution
(see sites 14 and 15) join the river upstream of this point. Interestingly, B. fragilis
(GB124) phages were not detected in sediments at site 20 (Barcombe Mills, River
Ouse). B. fragilis (GB124) phages were, however, detected in the overlying water at
this site, at mean levels of 66.7 pfu/100 mL. B. fragilis (GB124) phages were then
observed at lower concentrations than observed in the mid-catchment, with a
decrease in levels observed between the limit of the tidal zone and the river estuary.
What is also important to note is the input of a large tributary to the River Ouse
upstream of site 20 (the Bevern Stream). In this study, B. fragilis (GB124) phages
were not detected in the sediment along this tributary (site 16, 17, 19). Previously,
Nnane et al., (2012), also identified limited human faecal impact within this tributary
and therefore human-faecal impact at site 20 may be reduced.
Concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages ranged between < 5.0 x 102 and 6.0 x
103 pfu/100 g DM in sediment. In river sediments, the maximum observed
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concentration was 6.0 x 103 pfu/100 g DM. Estuarine sediments yielded a maximum
concentration of 3.1 x 103 pfu/100 g DM. The available literature with regard to the
detection of phages infecting Bacteroides spp. in sediments relates to B. fragilis
strain HSP40. B. fragilis HSP40 phages were typically detected at greater
concentrations in sediment than were GB124 phages in this study with the exception
of the study of Lucena et al. (1996). The lower concentrations detected in the
sediments by Lucena et al. (1996) are likely to be due to lower levels of faecal
pollution in the marine sediments investigated. Figure 6.1 displays concentrations of
Bacteroides spp. phages and that of enteric viruses detected in sediments in previous
studies in comparison with concentrations of GB124 phages detected sediments in
this study.
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Figure 6.1. Levels of phages of Bacteroides spp. and enteric viral pathogens in river
sediments reported in the literature. Data from this study are included for comparison.
Maximum data displayed as a positive bar for studies where data were available.
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Appropriate faecal indicator organisms should ideally be detected at higher
concentrations than the enteric pathogens of concern within the environment.
Although enumerating concentrations of enteric viral pathogens was considered to be
beyond the remit of this study, concentrations of B. fragilis GB124 phages were
detected at higher mean concentrations than those of enteric pathogens detected in
other sediment studies (Jofre et al., 1989; Lucena et al., 1996). However, to
demonstrate that concentrations of B. fragilis GB124 phages exceed common enteric
viral pathogens in the River Ouse it would be necessary to enumerate these
pathogens.
Given that others (Ebdon et al., 2011; Trajano, 2013; Olalemi, 2015) have
demonstrated a positive relationship between the presence of enteric viral pathogens
and the presence of phages of B. fragilis (GB124) in river water and estuarine
shellfish, it may be reasonable to conclude from this study that the relatively simple
method described for identifying and enumerating these phages in river sediments
may offer a valuable tool as an indicator of possible viral contamination and
potential risks to human health from waterborne enteric viral disease.
However, further research is required to demonstrate that this relationship also exists
within the river sediment. It may be the case that, because of differing morphological
characteristics, Siphoviridae (GB124 phage family) differ in their attachment
characteristics to particulate matter in river systems compared with the family
Calciviridae (which includes the genus Norovirus). However, the bi-polar
electrostatic charge of Siphoviridae may enable them to act as a conservative
estimate of attached viral particles as both positive and negative interfaces are
available on the capsid and tail of this tailed phage group, facilitating a greater
degree of attachment to particulate surfaces.
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6.1.2.2 Phage water-sediment concentration ratios
One key component of this study was to elucidate whether sediments may contain
greater concentrations of bacteriophages of faecal origin in comparison with their
overlying water and, as such, may represent a suitable target matrix for assessing the
sanitary quality of riverine environments. In this study, B. fragilis (GB124) phages
and other faecal indicator organisms were recorded at significantly higher
concentrations in sediments than in the overlying waters over the six-month study
period. This observation suggests that the hazards associated with the presence of
pathogenic organisms of enteric origin in sediments may be elevated compared with
those associated with the overlying waters. Mean values for B. fragilis (GB124)
phages were 1.4 log higher in sediment samples than in the overlying water column,
with a maximum observed ratio of 2.07 log. The work of Araujo et al. (1997) (which
is thought to be the only comparable study published to date) recorded B. fragilis
(HSP40) phages in sediments of the river Llobregat and river Besós in Spain at mean
levels that were 0.75 log higher than in the overlying waters - significantly lower
than the difference observed for B. fragilis (GB124) phages in this study. This may
be a consequence of different grain sizes within the sediments investigated by this
group, which would influence attachment rates and possibly the different chemical
and physical characteristics of the waterbody itself (e.g., pH, redox and dissolved
organic matter). The concentrations of phages found in river sediment are obviously
related to the level of faecal contamination of the river system, though this would not
solely explain the difference in ratios recorded in this UK study and the Spanish
study.
Other published studies report the ratio of somatic coliphages between river
sediments and their overlying waters. Tartera et al. (1986) reported somatic
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coliphages using host E. coli C600 (23556) at a concentration that was 0.33 log
higher in estuarine sediments than in the overlying water. Araujo et al. (1997)
reported concentration of somatic coliphages that were 1.00 log higher in river
sediment than in the water body and Skraber et al. (2009a) reported concentrations
of somatic coliphages (WG5) that were 1.04 log higher in the sediment than in the
overlying water. In comparison to the study presented in this thesis, Skraber et al.
(2009a) identified somatic coliphages at an average ratio of 0.84 log higher in river
sediment than in the overlying water. The data presented in this thesis therefore
support the evidence presented in the extant literature that suggests that sediments
are likely to contain significantly higher concentrations of enteric viruses than are
observed in the overlying water body and that sediments, and their subsequent
resuspension following storm events, may potentially represent a critical-controlpoint for the transmission of human waterborne viral diseases.
6.1.2.3 Influence of temperature on B. fragilis (GB124) phage and other
microbial concentrations
An investigation of the influence of water temperature on the concentrations of
enteric microorganisms in sediments was conducted as this relates to possible
seasonal variations in microbial concentrations.
A negative significant correlations with water temperature were observed between
concentrations of faecal coliforms (p= 0.012), intestinal enterococci (p= 0.000) and
somatic coliphage (p= 0.000) in sediment. No correlations were observed between
the water temperature and levels of microbes, including B. fragilis (GB124) phage in
overlying waters. B. fragilis (GB124) phage also did not show significant
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correlations between water temperature and their concentrations in sediment (p=
0.902).
It is expected that increases to water temperature will have a negative impact on
microbial concentrations as a result of increases in temperature, indicating higher
naturally occurring UV-A and UV-B radiation impacting the water body (Sommer et
al., 2001; Eischeid et al., 2009). This study has somewhat reinforced this by
demonstrating decreases in faecal coliforms, intestinal enterococci and somatic
coliphage concentrations in sediments with an increase in water temperature.
The results demonstrated that, whereas concentrations of faecal coliforms, intestinal
enterococci and somatic coliphages in the sediments were significantly negatively
correlated with increases in temperature, this was not the case for concentrations of
these microbes in the overlying waters, which did not show a significant correlation
to temperature. This may suggest that microbial analysis of sediment samples may
provide information that better represents longer-term trends in organism presence
and persistence within the riverine system than analysis of the overlying waters,
which is more sensitive to changes in ambient temperature (e.g., during short-term
meteorological events). Previous studies have also supported the idea that microbial
concentrations in sediment may show a more stable index of long-term water quality
than the water column itself (Ferguson et al., 2005; Haller et al., 2009).
It is interesting to note that concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in the river
catchment did not show a significant correlation with changes in water temperature.
This may be caused by the nature of the typical point-source inputs of human faecal
contamination compared with non human-specific indicators. For example, increased
rainfall, typically observed in winter months with lower temperatures would increase
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non-specific human microbial FIO in the river catchment from non-point sources
such as agricultural run-off (Brydon et al., 2009; Nnane et al., 2012). To contradict
that, decreases in B. fragilis (GB124) phage concentrations may be expected because
of the combined sewer system where rainfall is collected with municipal sewage and
a dilution effect occurs, although further research may be required to record these
fluxes in B. fragilis (GB124) phage in municipal effluents during storm events.
However, significant decreases in B. fragilis (GB124) phage were not observed.
6.1.2.4 Enumeration of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediments and utility as a
MST target
The results of this study support the hypothesis that enumerating phages of
Bacteroides GB124 in river sediments may offer a valuable additional component to
MST studies. In this study, levels of B. fragilis (GB124) phages demonstrated no
significant correlation with those of traditional faecal indicator organisms within
river sediments. It is important to note, however, that the three FIO (faecal coliforms,
intestinal enterococci and somatic coliphages) demonstrated statistically-significant
positive correlations with each other. This provides further evidence in support of the
literature (Ebdon et al., 2007; Ebdon et al., 2011; Ogilvie et al., 2012; McMinn et
al., 2014) that suggests that B. fragilis (GB124) is human-specific and that its
enumeration may support a better understanding of the hazards to health associated
with riverine environments. Because traditional FIO cannot be used to identify
microbial contamination of specifically human origin, incorporating this low-cost
phage approach into routine monitoring of riverine systems may more effectively
elucidate the hazards to human health associated with a particular catchment. Future
research to assess the hazards, and ultimately quantify the risks, of waterborne
disease in river catchments may benefit from the enumeration of wider range of
organisms of enteric origin, which, in addition to B. fragilis (GB124) phages, might
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usefully

include

pathogenic

organisms

such

as

Norovirus,

Adenovirus,

Cryptosporidium spp., and pathogenic strains of E. coli. However, before a phagebased approach to MST is instigated, the prevalence rate of the target phage would
need to be investigated.
6.1.2.5 Potential of B. fragilis (GB124) phages as target organisms for QMRA
An objective of this study was to assess how knowledge gained about the prevalence
and concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediments may inform and be
incorporated into future quantitative microbial risk assessments. In this section the
potential for B. fragilis (GB124) phages to be used in future QMRA studies is
explored. A comprehensive risk analysis study is composed of: risk assessment; risk
management; and risk communication stages (Hoornstra and Notermans, 2001). The
risk assessment stage of a QMRA study is split into four distinct components: hazard
identification;

hazard

characterisation;

exposure

assessment;

and

risk

characterisation (Hoornstra and Notermans, 2001). Figure 6.2 displays these key
components of the risk assessment and provides additional details.
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Risk
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Health effects and
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Probability of public
contact

Product of exposure
and dose-response

Figure 6.2. Components of microbial risk assessment (adapted from Hoornstra and
Notermans, 2001)

The value of B. fragilis (GB124) phage detection principally lies within the hazard
identification component of a QMRA study.
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6.1.2.6 B. fragilis (GB124) phage use in hazard identification
Data obtained during this study provide valuable information with which to begin to
assess the feasibility of using B. fragilis (GB124) phages to identify hazards within
sediments for QMRA studies. A recent study conducted in Norway by Petterson et
al. (2016) assessed the ability of traditional FIO (E. coli and C. perfringens) to
model norovirus concentrations in surface waters for the purposes of QMRA. It was
noted in that study that where QMRA is most needed, data on pathogen
concentrations are rarely available. Therefore, it is common practice to use more
readily-available traditional FIO data to model potential norovirus concentrations.
Importantly, B. fragilis (GB124) phages are not only capable of indicating faecal
sources, but have been shown in previous studies to co-present with the human viral
pathogen Norovirus in wastewaters (Ebdon et al., 2012) and shellfish (Trajano,
2014; Olalemi, 2015). This human-specific viral marker may therefore provide a
valuable contribution to aid QMRA studies in which data for enteric viral pathogens
are unavailable because of financial or other resource limitations.
In terms of identifying the hazards associated with the contamination of sediments
with human faecal matter, Figure 6.3 provides a map of recorded concentrations of
B. fragilis (GB124) phages within sediments throughout the study catchment. Dry
weather final effluent flow data (provided by Southern Water plc) are also displayed
for each WWTW located on the River Ouse. Interestingly, there are some sites at
which B. fragilis (GB124) phages were detected in sediments but at which there was
no evidence of a WWTW discharge upstream of the sampling site. This was notable
within two tributaries, namely Searles Lake stream and Longford Stream. Here, the
phages are likely to originate from diffuse (more discrete) sources of human faecal
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contamination through poorly maintained septic tanks in areas that are not connected
to the sewerage infrastructure.
From Figure 6.3, it is evident that higher concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124)
phages were recorded within the mid-reaches of the River Ouse catchment,
downstream from the two largest WWTW (in terms of their dry weather effluent
flow and population equivalents (PE)), namely Scaynes Hill WWTW (PE= 37,327)
and Uckfield WWTW (PE= 23,163). With this new knowledge of the areas
demonstrating the greatest human faecal hazard, as evidenced by elevated
concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in sediments, it is possible to focus on
specific sites in order to carry out in-depth QMRA studies if required and to facilitate
remedial pollution control interventions. The idea of focussing on sediments for this
exercise is supported by the findings from this study as well as other peer-reviewed
publications that suggest that sediments may provide a longer-term picture of the
sources of contamination at a specific point within the river compared with the water
column (Ferguson et al., 2005; Haller et al., 2009).
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Figure 6.3. River Ouse catchment with point source WWTW discharges and levels of B.
fragilis (GB124) phages located within the sediment at each site assessed.
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6.1.2.7 Exposure assessment
Human faecal hazards within the sediment do not pose a significant risk to human
health until a hazardous event occurs, namely the resuspension of contaminated
sediments (often as the result of storm events, or direct human contact) that enact the
onward transmission of human-specific pathogens, which have accumulated within
the sediments. A preliminary investigation into resuspension was carried out (section
5.1.10) where flow data were available. It was identified that on three occasions
(thought to correspond to the hydrological operation of a lock 1.5 km upstream), the
velocity of the River Ouse reached a sufficient velocity to resuspend the silt bed
sediment. These re-suspended sediments may therefore increase the risk of human
infection via abstraction of raw drinking water and direct exposure associated with
recreational activities, such as bathing and boating. However, direct human exposure
and potential accidental ingestion of resuspended contaminated sediments is only
part of the transmission route of pathogens associated with human faecal material.
Interestingly, it has been shown that oysters are more likely to bio-accumulate
viruses that are associated with particulate matter than those that are not attached to
particulate matter (Landry et al., 1983). Therefore, human faecally-contaminated
sediments have the potential to transmit these attached pathogenic organisms to bioaccumulating molluscs downstream. This in turn potentially leads to other pathways
of infection such as the human consumption of raw or poorly prepared shellfish.
6.1.2.8 Current understanding of the prevalence of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in
the environment
The data presented in this study complements the existing data sets from previous
studies into the prevalence and levels of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in a range of
environmental matrices. Table 6.1 displays these data and provides an overview of
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the environmental matrix types, units of measurement and minimum, mean and
maximum values observed, along with sample population and source of data.
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Table 6.1. Levels of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in various environmental matrices from
previous studies and literature
Site/Area

Matrix

Unit

Raw

Log10

Influent

PFU/100mL

Final

Log10

effluent

PFU/100 mL

Surface

River

Log10

Water

water

PFU/100 mL

Catchment

River

Log10

Sediment

sediment

PFU/100 g DM

Piddinghoe

Shellfish

PFU/100 g

Wastewater
Wastewater

Min

Mean

Max

n

Source

ND

3.70

6.19

96

2.00

3.92

4.70

110

Ebdon et al., 2007

ND

1.48

2.81

150

RiskManche†

ND

2.43

3.78

150

This study

ND

2.69

4.93

24

Trajano, 2013

Dias et al.,
2015

† data obtained from Interreg funded RiskManche project, which ran in parallel with this study.

Figure 6.4 complements Table 6.1 and provides a conceptual representation of these
data to facilitate comparisons. The recorded concentrations of B. fragilis (GB124)
phages are highest in wastewater effluents, and lowest within receiving waters.
Elevated concentrations (in comparison to river waters) are observed within shellfish
and in the streambed sediments although typically not at the concentrations observed
in wastewater.
Raw influent
(3.7) 6.2
Log10 pfu/100 mL

WWTW

Final effluent
(3.9) 4.7
Log10 pfu/100 mL

Water
(1.5) 2.8
Log10 pfu/100 mL

Mussels
(2.7) 4.9
Log10 pfu/100 g

Sediment
(2.4) 3.8
Log 10 pfu/100 g DM

Figure 6.4. Current knowledge of levels of B. fragilis (GB124) recorded in
wastewater river water, sediment and shellfish from the study catchment. Data
displayed as (mean) maximum.
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As previously discussed, studies into the prevalence of B. fragilis (GB124) phages
have been conducted in: wastewater (Payan et al., 2005; Ebdon et al., 2007; Ebdon
et al., 2011; Ebdon et al., 2012; McMinn et al., 2014; Diston & Wicki, 2015; and
Purnell et al., 2015; Purnell et al., 2016; and Dias, 2016); environmental waters
(Ebdon et al., 2007; Nnane et al., 2011, 2012; Nnane, 2011; and Diston et al., 2015);
and shellfish (Trajano, 2013; and Olalemi, 2015), with studies also conducted into
the sensitivity to UV inactivation and metagenomic analysis (Diston et al., 2012;
Ogilvie et al., 2013; and Diston et al., 2014). With the additional knowledge and
understanding of the presence and behaviour of B. fragilis (GB124) phages in
sediments provided by this study, a fuller picture of its environmental behaviour is
becoming evident.
Greater knowledge of this powerful MST tool and the innovative, low-cost
methodology to detect it, may one day lead to the creation of new evidence-based
policy by environmental and health protection agencies. It is only when incorporated
into the legislative framework and policy that those bodies responsible for water and
sanitation safety planning will use this low-cost tool to monitor treatment processes
and support risk assessments. The enumeration of B. fragilis (GB124)
bacteriophages may also contribute to future drinking water safety plans, supporting
more accurate predictions of risk to human health. This is of particular importance in
low resource settings and in regions in which water regulation and infrastructure are
poorly developed. Through better management of human health risks associated with
waterborne pathogens in aquatic environments, it is highly likely that positive effects
on public health will be observed, and hence improvements to individual societal
well-being.
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6.2

Conclusions

The principal conclusions of this research programme may be summarised as
follows:
1. A low-cost and relatively simple method has been identified to

effectively extract human-specific B. fragilis (GB124) phages from
river sediments.
2. Recorded concentrations of all four microbial parameters investigated

(namely, faecal coliforms, intestinal enterococci, somatic coliphages,
and B. fragilis GB124 phages) positively correlated with their recorded
concentrations in the overlying water.
3. B. fragilis (GB124) phages was isolated from sediments at higher

concentrations than in overlying waters, thereby facilitating their use in
MST investigations, particularly in catchments receiving low or
intermittent levels of treated wastewaters.
4. B. fragilis GB124 phages and other identified FIO were, on average,

found at significantly higher concentrations in river sediments than in
the overlying water column.
5. This low-cost approach may be used to identify hazards arising from

human faecal contamination and potentially support QMRA in low
resource settings, where pathogen detection remains prohibitively
expensive, or technologically unfeasible.
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6.3

Recommendations for Future Research

1. Validation of the elution method using 10% beef extract (pH 7.2) is needed in
a range of sediment types to assess its ability to extract B. fragilis (GB124)
phages under different conditions, thus allowing this method to be more
widely used to investigate the environmental prevalence of this phage group.
2. Further elucidation of the behaviour of B. fragilis GB124 phages in a wider
variety of sediment types and in a greater variety of geographic settings will
provide stronger evidence to support the use of this approach for future risk
management interventions.
3. Further studies to investigate B. fragilis (GB124) phage ecology and
characteristics are vital in order to develop the use of this phage tool as a
pathogen surrogate and further explore its use as a potential human faecal
indicator. Studies to elucidate B. fragilis (GB124) phage inactivation in
sediment, the isoelectric properties involved with its attachment and
detachment mechanisms and its stability in the environment will all help to
demonstrate how its behaviour compares with that of enteric viral pathogens
to support future human health protection measures.
4. Studies into the relationship with B. fragilis (GB124) phages and human
faecally transmitted viruses are fundamental to the development of this MST
marker. If positive correlations are demonstrated between pathogenic viruses
and MST markers in riverine sediments, this would allow B. fragilis (GB124)
phages to not only identify a hazard in sediment but to also show a risk from
its related viral pathogens, thus moving its use towards a surrogate of enteric
viral pathogens. Literature currently shows co-presence between B. fragilis
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(GB124) phages and enteric viral pathogens in wastewater effluent and
shellfish tissue.
5. Further studies may also attempt to analyse B. fragilis (GB124) phages in bed
sediments, suspended sediments and the water column over a shorter period
of time during hydrograph events as well as over longer distances of river, as
has recently been achieved by Fauvel et al., 2016 using F-RNA phages. This
knowledge would allow a greater understanding of the behaviour of
contaminated sediments and associated pathogenic organisms during
resuspension events.
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APPENDIX 1- Elution efficiency data
Raw data
Table A1.1. Raw data- Elution efficiency
1. Jofre et
2. Albert and
al., 1989
Schwartbrod, 1991
pfu/ g-1 DM
pfu/ g-1 DM
12.96
8716.73
1
5.55
9157.15
2
7.40
8037.74
3
16.66
9469.12
4
20.36
8423.11
5
12.96
8918.59
6
12.65
8787.07
Mean
5.54
513.49
St.Dev
0.64
59.29
St.Err
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3. Ahmed and
Sorenson, 1995
pfu/ g-1 DM
9022.86
9168.39
9022.86
9604.98
9653.49
10041.57
9419.03
413.24
47.72

4. Guzmán et al.,
2007
pfu/ g-1 DM
12521.34
12842.40
14394.19
13538.03
12949.42
13377.50
13270.48
662.31
76.48

Elution Protocol 1 (0.25 M Glycine pH 9.5)

Elution Protocol 2 (3 % Beef extract/0.1 M Sodium Borate pH 9.0)

Elution Protocol 3 (10 % Beef Extract pH 9.0)
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Elution Protocol 4 (10 % Beef pH 7.2)

Figure A.1.1 Normality tests using Kolmogorov-Smirnov to asses
distribution of the 4 elution protocol results
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APPENDIX 2- Catchment scale investigation data
Normality tests
Normality tests were carried out using Minitab 17 using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
for all measured parameters in the Catchment-Level Investigation. Normality tests
were carried out to aid decision making for further statistical tests.

Figure A2.1. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for faecal coliforms levels in water for
the catchment level investigation.

Figure A2.2. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for faecal coliforms levels in sediment
for the catchment level investigation.
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Figure A2.3. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for intestinal enterococci levels in
water for the catchment level investigation.

Figure A2.4. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for intestinal enterococci levels in
sediment for the catchment level investigation.
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Figure A2.5. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for somatic coliphage levels in water
for the catchment level investigation.

Figure A2.6. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for somatic coliphage levels in
sediment for the catchment level investigation.
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Figure A2.7. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for B. fragilis (GB124) phage levels in
water for the catchment level investigation.

Figure A2.8. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for B. fragilis (GB124) phage levels in
sediment for the catchment level investigation.
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Figure A2.9. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for temperature in the overlying water
column for the catchment level investigation.

Figure A2.10. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for pH in the overlying water column
for the catchment level investigation.
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Figure A2.11. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for conductivity in the overlying
water column for the catchment level investigation.

Figure A2.12. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for salinity in the overlying water
column for the catchment level investigation.
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Figure A2.13. Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for turbidity in the overlying water
column for the catchment level investigation.
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Mann-Whitney outputs: water and sediment microbial levels (Minitab 17)
Table A2.1. Mann-Whitney statistical output testing significant differences in levels of
faecal coliforms in water and sediment
Mann-Whitney Test and CI: FAE.COL S (CFU/100g), FAE.COL W (CFU/100mL)
FAE.COL S (CFU/100g)
FAE.COL W (CFU/100mL)

N
79
146

Median
4210.8
550.0

Point estimate for η1 - η2 is 2719.1
95.0 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (1670.8,4602.4)
W = 13017.0
Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 > η2 is significant at 0.0000
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties)

Table A2.2. Mann-Whitney statistical output testing significant differences in levels of
intestinal enterococci in water and sediment
Mann-Whitney Test and CI: INT.ENT S (CFU/100g), INT.ENT W (CFU/100mL)
INT.ENT S (CFU/100g)
INT.ENT W (CFU/100mL)

N
42
127

Median
1837.8
250.0

Point estimate for η1 - η2 is 1509.7
95.0 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (1018.7,2404.5)
W = 5872.0
Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 > η2 is significant at 0.0000
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties)

Table A2.3. Mann-Whitney statistical output testing significant differences in levels of
somatic coliphage in water and sediment
Mann-Whitney Test and CI: SOM.PH S (PFU/100g), SOM.PH W (PFU/100mL)
SOM.PH S (PFU/100g)
SOM.PH W (PFU/100mL)

N
57
143

Median
3086.4
1200.0

Point estimate for η1 - η2 is 1509.4
95.0 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (850.1,2462.5)
W = 7435.0
Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 > η2 is significant at 0.0000
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties)
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Table A2.4. Mann-Whitney statistical output testing significant differences in levels of B.
fragilis (GB124) phage in water and sediment
Mann-Whitney Test and CI: BF.GB124.PH S (PFU/100g), BF.GB124.PH W
(PFU/100mL)
BF.GB124.PH S (PFU/100g)
BF.GB124.PH W (PFU/100mL)

N
22
34

Median
1059.1
100.0

Point estimate for η1 - η2 is 962.5
95.1 Percent CI for η1 - η2 is (468.4,2087.2)
W = 992.0
Test of η1 = η2 vs η1 > η2 is significant at 0.0000
The test is significant at 0.0000 (adjusted for ties)

Spearmans rank (non-parametric) two-tailed correlation coefficient tables
(SPSS 20)
Table A2.5. Spearman Rank correlation coefficient output. Statistical relationship between
levels of microbial indicators in overlying waters

Table A2.6. Spearman Rank correlation coefficient output. Statistical relationship between
levels of microbial indicators in sediment
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Table A2.7. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient. Statistical relationship between faecal
coliforms in the sediment and the overlying waters. SPSS v. 20.

Table A2.8. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient. Statistical relationship between
intestinal enterococci in the sediment and the overlying waters. SPSS v. 20.

Table A2.9. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient. Statistical relationship between
somatic coliphage in the sediment and the overlying waters. SPSS v. 20.
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Table A2.10. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient. Statistical relationship between B.
fragilis (GB124) phage in the sediment and the overlying waters. SPSS v. 20.

Table A2.11. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient output. Statistical relationships
between microbial indicator levels in water, temperature of the overlying waters and month
of sample. SPSS v. 20.
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Table A2.12. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient output. Statistical relationships
between microbial indicator levels in sediment, temperature of the overlying waters and
month of sample. SPSS v. 20.

Table A2.13. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient output. Statistical relationships
between microbial indicator levels and turbidity of the overlying waters. SPSS v. 20.
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Table A2.14. Spearmans Rank correlation coefficient output. Statistical relationships
between microbial indicator levels in the sediment and turbidity of the overlying waters.
SPSS v. 20.
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